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University offers horseback riding 
Pattl Skinner 
reporter 
For those students who want a 
chance to "horse" around, the Uni- 
versity offers the ideal class. 
English riding and jumping les- 
sons are available through the 
School of Health, Physical Educa- 
tion and Recreation for students 
who want a break from the class- 
room atmosphere. 
"It is good to get away from the 
school for a while and relax," 
Dawn Lodge, a junior computer 
science major, said. 
The classes are held Monday 
through Thursday at the River 
Hollow Farm in Perrysburg. They 
are offered in fall and spring, but 
Sally Sakola, coordinator of the 
program, said the fall course al- 
lows for more outside riding. 
There is a fee of $100 and stu- 
dents must arrange their own 
transportation. 
The students do not object to 
making these special arrange- 
ments, she said. 
"You do just about anything to 
!;et on a horse when you're a horse 
Qver. It's worth it for me just to be 
out there riding," Buffy Draheim, 
a senior medical technology major, 
said. 
JOHN VOGEL, the owner and 
trainer of the horses, teaches the 
beginning and advanced English 
horsemanship classes. He also of- 
fers private and group lessons. 
There are about 30 students in 
the course, but they are divided 
into groups according to their expe- 
rience. The classes tend to be indi- 
vidualized lessons with only seven 
students riding at one time. 
The farm offers excellent facili- 
ties Including an outdoor hunting 
course, cross-country trails, and an 
indoor ring complete with an obser- 
vation room. 
Horses can be boarded at River 
Hollow Farm if students can't bear 
to leave their pet behind when they 
go to college. However, only his 
students and those who board 
horses at the farm are able to use 
the facilities. 
Sakola said her students come 
from "all walks (of life), but a 
large percentage have had experi- 
ence before." 
Back from Nicaragua 
Group studies facts 
by Lesley Sprigg 
stall reporter 
A contradiction exists between 
what the United States government 
claims is happening in Nicaragua and 
what is really occurring, according to 
Bob Pesek, a member of the 
Fellowship of Reconciliation, a Chris- 
tian group based in New York. 
In a speech sponsored by the Uni- 
versity's Social Justice Committee 
and the Bowling Green Peace Coali- 
tion Tuesday, Pesek told of his visit to 
South America in February. 
Pesek traveled to Nicaragua and 
Honduras with 18 members of the 
Fellowship of Reconciliation on a 
fact-finding mission. They wanted to 
set an idea of how people felt about 
the new Sandinista regime and what 
had happened since the 1979 over- 
throw of the Somoza government. 
"The Sandinistans are very popular 
in Nicaragua but even the parties 
opposing the Sandinistans are against 
Reagan s intervention policies, Pe- 
sek said. "No one in Nicaragua is 
sympathetic with this. I don't know 
who the president thinks is supporting 
intervention down there." 
Pesek added the rest of the world 
does not agree with United States' 
policies and most countries want it to 
stay out of Nicaragua. 
"The United States is out there 
alone, the world community does not 
agree with them. The rest of the 
world, I think, feels, 'What is wrong 
with Nicaragua, why can't we leave 
them alone? " he added. 
Pesek said the group talked with 
citizens and government leaders, offi- 
cials in the U.S. embassy and even 
people in refugee camps. They also 
delivered medical supplies collected 
in Toledo to clinics for the poor. 
The Nicaraguans are concerned 
with their national image, Pesek said. 
"They are so tired of having well- 
meaning U S. congressmen coming 
down and telling them, 'If you only do 
this or this, then we'll accept you.' 
The Nicaraguans are frustrated, they 
wonder what they can do that will be 
acceptable. Their streets are being 
paved, sewers are being dug and 
children are learning to read. They 
are very proud of these im- 
provements,   he said. 
Pesek said he is amused when re- 
Sliters describe the Sandinistans in 
icaragua as hard-core leftists and 
Marxists because, he said, "It's just 
not true." 
Pesek is attending the University of 
Toledo full-time, working on his Ph.D. 
in higher education. 
Hockey equipment stolen 
from Ice Arena lockers 
Ben Morrison 
stall reporter 
Pbbbt! bg news staff/Sue Cross 
Laura Moses.'freshman executive secretarial major, brushes up "Quick Nap," one of the horses at River Hollow Farm 
in Perrysburg, following an afternoon lesson. 
Even though something is locked 
up, there is no guarantee that it Is 
MM. 
Two University students discovered 
this when their hockey equipment was 
stolen from lockers in the Ice Arena. 
Dave Eckert, freshman business 
pre-law major from Bay Village, re- 
ported to police Monday that equip- 
ment valued at about $66 was missing 
from his locker. 
"I came in to play hockey and there 
was a lock on my locker," Eckert 
said, "but the lock wasn't mine - it 
had been changed." 
Eckert said he went to the desk and 
told employees he couldn't open the 
lock. Ice arena employees found the 
combination had been changed in the 
book. 
"My name and social security num- 
ber were on the new slip but f didn't 
do it, "Eckert said. 
Items reported missing, according 
to Eckert include shin pads, elbow 
pads and hockey sticks while a helmet 
worth $42 was not taken. 
In another incident, Chris Savage, junior human resource management 
major, discovered his skates, elbow 
and shin pads, miscellaneous clothing 
and helmet were missing. The total 
value of Savage's missing property 
was estimated at $180. 
Democratic battle to square one; Hart promises 'long bomb' 
By The Associated Press 
(AP) - The race for the Democratic 
presidential nomination slowed to a 
crawl yesterday after 51 days that left 
things pretty much as they started: 
Walter Mondale ahead and sounding 
optimistic and chief challenger Gary 
Hart promising a second half filled 
with long bombs. 
And then there was the Rev. Jesse 
Jackson, a distant third in most of the 
33 primaries and caucuses held to 
date but an ever-growing political 
force at the national convention be- 
cause of his demonstrated ability to 
galvanize black voters behind his 
cause. 
Even though Mondale's victory 
Tuesday in Pennsylvania's primary 
gave him a 1,036-578 lead over Hart in 
national delegates and completed a 
sweep of three industrial states that 
started with Illinois and New York, 
the former vice president shied away 
from the front-runner label like it was 
a bad New Hampshire dream. 
"I am not the front-runner," he told 
one television interviewer Tuesday 
night even before the question was 
posed." 
BUT MONDALE couldn't keep the 
grins off his face and acknowledged 
Average person reading 11.7 
hours per week, study finds 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Despite the 
competition of television, more than 
half of American adults read books, 
and one reader in three manages to go 
through a book a week, a study re- 
leased yesterday said. 
"In the age of electronic entertain- 
ment and personal computers, books 
are thriving." said the study, con- 
ducted for the Book Industry Study 
Group, a non-profit organization rep- 
suppliers, librarians and others in the 
book business. The study was based 
on 1,961 hour-long interviews last Oc- 
tober. 
The percentage of Americans who 
say they read at least an occasional 
book has barely changed in five 
years, the study said. It Is 58 percent 
now and was 55 percent in a similar 
1978 survey. 
But the distribution of readers in 
the population has changed, the re- 
port notes, and it terms the trend 
"disturbing." 
Heavy readers are reading more 
books and light readers fewer. And 
young people aren't reading as much 
as the young used to. 
The proportion of heavy readers 
has doubled, from 18 percent of all 
book readers five years ago to 35 
percent today. 
Heavy readers are those who claim 
to have read 26 or more books in the 
last six months - at least one a week, 
on average. They said they spent 14 
hours a week reading books. 
THE HEAVY readers account for 
75 percent of all books read and buy 
about half of the books they read, 
borrowing others. 
They also read more magazines 
than non-book readers, but fewer 
newspapers, and are more likely to be 
filmgoers, to have cable and pay 
television and to watch public TV than 
non book-readers. 
But the study found that book read- 
ing has declined among the young. 
In 1978, three-quarters of those aged 
16 to 21 said they read books, and 
that's now down to 63 percent. The 
firoportion of young people who Con- 
ine their reading to newspapers and 
magazines grew from 19 percent to 29 
percent. People who said they read 10 
to 25 books within the last six months 
accounted for 26 percent of all book 
readers, about the same as the pro- 
portion in 1978. 
Those claiming to have read four to 
nine books in the last six months 
accounted for 23 percent of those who 
read books. That's down from 31 
Sircent of the book-reading popula- 
on in 1978. 
light readers - one to three books in 
the past six months - account for 16 
percent. It was 24 percent in 1978. 
The typical reader of books was 
described as a white woman, affluent, 
with some college education and, if 
employed, holding down a white col- 
lar job. And the typical non-reader 
emerged as an older man with no 
more than a high school education, 
earning about $15,000 or retired from 
a blue collar job or unemployed. 
The average person claimed he 
spends 11.7 hours a week reading 
books, magazines or newspapers and 
16.3 hours watching television. 
But the A.C. Nielsen Co., which 
measures viewing for sponsors, said 
in November 1982 the average Ameri- 
can watched television for nearly 28 ■* 
hours a week, with adults watching 
more than children. Other surveys 
have found an even higher amount of 
time spent watching TV. 
The discrepancy may be explained 
by the fact that the book study partici- 
pants were asked to recall how much 
time they spend with television, while 
the Nielsen firm tries to measure 
viewing without relying on people's 
recollections. 
that - for the first time since the New 
Hampshire primary - he sees a 
chance to lock up the nomination 
before the July convention. 
Mondale, who had started out the 
campaign year with a win in the Iowa 
caucuses Feb. 20, headed to Arizona 
later in the day where he and Jackson 
campaigned for 33 delegates at stake 
in caucuses Saturday. After that, the 
only contests on the April calendar 
are caucuses in Utah, Missouri and 
Vermont. 
Meanwhile, Hart remained opto- 
mistic as he spoke of the race. 
"The calendar from now on favors 
me," Hart said in an interview en 
route from Washington to Denver 
after the die was cast in Pennsylva- 
nia. "We are headed into states where 
the positions he (Mondale) has taken 
are taken are going to begin to cut the 
other way." 
Hart was heavy on football analogy 
in outlining his plans. 
"We are happy.. . because we just 
came out of our most difficult pe- 
riod," Hart said. "It is the second 
half. You know the sun is coming out. 
The field is going to be a lot faster. 
"This is our ball game. We are 
talking.. . long bombs, reverses, lots 
of swing passes." 
Says words taken out of context 
Muslim leader denies threat 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Muslim 
leader Louis Farrakhan denied 
yesterday that he ever threatened 
the life of a Washington Post re- 
porter and said there is a conspir- 
acy among U.S. news 
organizations against the Rev. 
Jesse Jackson. 
Farrakhan, a key supporter of 
the black Democratic presidential 
hopeful, told his first news confer- 
ence in 12 years that his words had 
been taken out of context and 
twisted by the media to make it 
seem he was threatening Post re- 
porter Milton Coleman. 
"I have no desire to harm Milton 
Coleman," he told reporters. "The 
life of Milton Coleman, his wife and 
his family are sacred to me." 
Farrakhan said he was "issuing 
a strong rebuke" to Coleman in a 
radio speech last month for Cole- 
man's reporting that Jackson had 
used the word "Hymie" in refer- 
ence to Jews. 
"The consensus among the mass 
of black people is that Mr. Coleman 
is a Judas,   Farrakhan said. 
He said the media had engaged 
in "wicked and villainous tam- 
pering with my words, taking them 
out of context to make it appear I 
threatened Milton Coleman. 
Farrakhan repeatedly referred 
to what he termed a "conspiracy" 
at the upper levels of U.S. news 
organizations to frustrate Jack- 
son's presidential campaign. 
He said Coleman's actions "fed 
the conspirators that threaten the 
Rev. Jackson." 
In particular, Farrakhan re- 
buked the news media for focusing 
on the "Hymie" comments and his 
own words and ignoring "more 
than 100 real threats to the Rev. 
Jackson's life." 
"Why has there been so much 
attention to a press-contrived 
threat and no attention at all to the 
real attempts on the Rev. Jack- 
son's life?' he asked. 
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Unnamed professors 
confuse scheduling 
The increased visibility of what has come to be known as 
"Dr. Staff," has changed the way many students evaluate 
their class schedules. 
Added to the already complicated scheduling process has 
come tremendous uncertainty for students when they try to 
consider all options in schedule planning. 
Registering for classes has traditionally involved intelli- 
gent thought throughout both the planning and decision 
processes. Things like what day and time classes meet, 
material covered in the course, and class instructors can all 
be factors that have an effect on students' final choices. 
But when course selection booklets provide no leads as to 
who will instruct chemistry, mathematics, economics, and 
nursing classes, students needing the sections find their 
options considerably limited. 
While it is true that some students use the list of instructors 
to help plan easy, "blow-off" schedules, a lot of students 
depend on the list to point mem toward the class section of 
their favorite instructor or the one from whom they will learn 
the most. 
One professor said instructors' names have been withheld 
from the selection booklet until officers are elected for 
faculty senate. This way, members of the senate can plan 
their class schedules around meetings. Logical? 
But, scheduling is not a new phenomenon. It occurs quite 
regularly, every fall and spring. Knowing this, it should not 
be a problem for faculty senate to select its members much 
earlier, allowing, then, time for instructor appointments to 
be accounted for and student schedules to be completed 
properly. 
Pigeon poisoning for the birds 
by Gregory Gorney 
Headers learned through a front page 
article in the March »■edition of the 
BG News that Environmental Serv- 
ices is seeking $5,000 from the Univer- 
sity for "pigeon control." 
"For what?" Some of you may ask. 
"Why pigeon control?" 
It seems that a 1863 estimate of 100 
pigeons was thought to be too many 
for the central campus area by Dan 
Parratt, director of Environmental 
Services. In support of that notion, 
Dr. William Jackson, director of En- 
vironmental Research and Services, 
added that pigeons can carry dis- 
eases, and thus are a "problem." 
In reading those statements, imme- 
diately one must wonder what the 
survival chances are for those of us in 
this corner of the world. 
The fact is, histoplasmosis, the dis- 
ease which causes all the hoopla when 
discussing a possible health threat 
uue to pigeons, is really no threat at 
all. 
The Wood County Health Depart- 
ment has said that there have been no 
cases of the disease reported, and was 
unaware of any "pigeon problem" on 
campus. 
The same was true when the Lucas 
County and Toledo Health Depart- 
ments were contacted. 
A Lucas County Health official re- 
ported that there are no records of 
histoplasmosis and that there has 
never been a pigeon problem in that 
nearby county. 
Jerry Rotterdam, Toledo Health 
Department, also noted that there has 
never been a record of that disease 
and no record of pigeon control in 
over two vears. even with several 
grain elevators nearby. 
Significant? Of course it is when 
Sou consider and compare the num- 
er of pigeons that inhabit large ciUes 
like Toledo to the approximate 100 
birds that make their home at BGSU. 
It was said that pigeons are "a 
messy nuisance" to some. What must 
also be remembered is that these 
colorful birds are a source of pleasure 
to many others. Fortunately, they are 
not a serious health threat to either. 
Which brings us back to the original 
question: "why pigeon control? 
If indeed control does take place, 
only humane methods should be uti- 
lized. This excludes poisoning of 
course; and the adhesive substance 
"Roost-no-More" and "metal spikes" 
on ledges, as they result in injury or 
incapacitation to the birds. The 
"Roost-no-More" may also result in 
eventual poisoning. 
On the other hand, bait containing a 
sterilizer is certainly acceptable. Or- 
nitorl, a chemosterilant that comes in 
grain bait form, has been used suc- 
cessfully at many universities across 
the country. 
Even more acceptable is placing 
harmless barriers to prevent roosting 
and nesting. Potential roosting sights 
can be closed in with wood or hard- 
ware cloth. Trapping and relocating 
is an alternative, but has not been 
proven to be successful. 
In any case, it is hoped that the 
insane notion of 100 pigeons being a 
"problem" at BGSU, is treated in the 
same way that the marine mammal 
exhibit at the Rec Center Pool was; 
that is... an April Fool's Joke. 
Gregory Gorney Is a senior restau- 
rant management major from To- 
ledo, and is the Ohio Representative 
of The Fund for Animals, Inc. 
Government help good for farmers 
by Kenneth York 
People are not interested in farm 
E'ce supports. It is an important 
ue, but most interests extend only 
so far as complaining about the high 
price of milk and offhand remarks 
about the social virtue of the yeoman 
farmer ... 
If a liberal is looking for a chink in 
the conservative's free market ar- 
mor, the best strategy is to begin a 
seemingly innocent conversation 
about price supports for farmers. An 
opening can usually be found, thinly 
shielded by a rationalization that the 
government has an affirmative obli- 
gation to protect the family farmer, a 
benefaction not as reflexively granted 
to the family grocer, or the family 
auto manufacturer. The mere men- 
tion of Franklin Roosevelt and soil 
banks in the same sentence will inva- 
riably produce a most profound dis- 
comfort, and offer a clear chance to 
administer the coup de grace: With 
millions of people around the world 
dying of starvation or malnutrition, 
how can you justify a policy that both 
distorts free market processes and 
gives farmers an incentive to take 
land out of production? Our imagi- 
nary conservative will shift uncom- 
fortably in the chair, become 
momentarily, intensely interested in 
the pattern in the carpet, and sigh a 
heavy sigh. 
The American farmer, the speech 
will begin, is the most productive in 
the world. The USA is only 6 percent 
of the world's population, yet we feed 
a third of the world. While the Soviet 
Union has had 65 years of bad 
weather, American farmers annually 
produce enough exports to keep mil- 
lions employed in related industries 
and to pay the OPEC oil bill. If left to 
the forces of the free market, farmers 
would flood the market with food, 
prices would tumble, and many would 
go bankrupt, penalized by their own 
productivity. This would happen be- 
cause the demand for food is rela- 
tively inelastic - as people become 
better off, their diet changes to less 
cereals and more meat and dairy 
products, but the net effect on total 
rood consumption is small, and runs 
counter to trie present fad of fitness 
and fake food. People eat about the 
same despite changes in the price of 
food, a relationship that doesn't hold 
for things like computer games which 
tend to whet the appetite for more 
games, a clear case of supply cre- 
ating its own demand. By regulating 
production, market prices can be 
stabilized and farmers can make a 
fair profit. It is better to have farmers 
farming their farms than banks re- 
possess ins them. 
In a perfect world there would be no 
price supports and no soil banks, but 
geo-political realities make such poli- 
cies necessary. The European Eco- 
nomic Community has long had a 
cheap food policy which has elimi- 
nated the ability of the American 
farmer to compete for their rightful 
market share. A free market does not 
exist in Europe and to force American 
farmers to compete unprotected is to 
guarantee their bankruptcy. The clas- 
sic macro-economic idea of compara- 
tive advantage through specialization 
no longer applies in a world of tariffs 
and subsidies. 
There is also a very simple reason 
to support the farmer. Laissez faire is 
only one goal, a goal no more impor- 
tant than national defense. Even if 
another country makes cheaper steel, 
it is good to maintain fully functioning 
basic industries such as steel, rubber, 
autos, oil, computers and farming. If 
war should come, it will be little 
compensation that though we lack the 
heavy industry to make the necessary 
weapons, for a time we were able to 
buy cheap cars. 
Price supports put a floor under 
ftrices so that no matter how much 
aimers produce, bad year or bumper 
crop, they will iet a fair price for 
their product. Soil banks limit the 
total production so that the govern- 
ment is not forced to buy the enor- 
mous surpluses that would result 
from artificially high price-supported 
prices, and conserve the land against 
erosion and exhaustion. The end re- 
sult of these two seemingly contradic- 
tory policies is to give farmers an 
incentive to be more and more pro- 
ductive on fewer and fewer acres. The 
government's involvement in the 
farmers' market is not only benign, it 
is beneficial. The surplus food that the 
government has purchased can be 
sent overseas to needy people through 
the PL-480 Food for Peace program, 
bringing American food and Ameri- 
can good will to areas of famine. 
While waiting for the last notes of 
"America the Beautiful" to fade 
away, there will be time to formulate 
the next question: Now, about na- 
tional defense and the free market- 
.. .how does the military purchase 
spare parts? 
Kenneth York, a columnist for the 
NewSj is a third year graduate stu- 
dent in industrial psychology. 
BG should be AH-American city 
USG position clarified 
To clarify our position regarding 
the BG News article of April 4 
entitled "USG Discusses ACGFA 
Changes" we submit the following 
facts which were incorrectly re- 
ported. We did not discuss any 
changes in the ACGFA structure, 
rather we discussed a possibility 
of streamlining the process to 
minimize wasted time. Also, it 
was not reported at the USG meet- 
ing that the formation of a com- 
mittee to make changes had been 
delayed. It was reported at that 
meeting that formation of a com- 
mittee to make recommendations 
on how to streamline the process 
was being CONSIDERED for next 
fall. An area of concern is the 
method of appointment by organi- 
zation but this does not imply that 
there is a so-called "minority im- 
balance." USG has no intentions 
of  taking   control   of  ACGFA. 
ACGFA works well as it now 
stands, but with minor revisions it 
could be made a more efficient 
process. 
Dr. Mary Edmonds, Vice-President of 
Student Affairs 
Brian J. Balrd, USG Pre»ldent 
Lamm quote erroneous? 
What kind of journalism exists at the 
BG News? Gov. Lamm's remarks are 
misquoted, and imbued with a conno- 
tation that was not there. He said, 
"Like leaves which fall off a 
tree.. .we've got a duty to die and get 
out of the way with all of our ma- 
chines and artificial hearts... to die 
without medical science interven- 
ing," addressing all cases with no 
hope burdening our medical care sys- 
tem, and the survivors who will face 
the monstrous bill. It is a legitimate 
issue that we must face; a quote 
deserves to be reported in the context 
that it was given. 
And then we have Kevin Prender- 
gast. Marijuana a recreational drug? 
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That alone is a bitter indictment with 
two other "recreational drugs" - alco- 
hol and tobacco - that are responsible 
for untold social damage and over $50 
billion in lost wages, productivity and 
medical costs each year. 
Then there is the burning issue 
raised by certain fepersons on the use 
of non-woperson words that stifle fe- 
personality in our society. 
The BG News is funded through 
student fees and should present a 
balanced view that is representative 
of a student body that also contains a 
goodly number of conservative and 
moderate thinking persons. If the BG 
News is to be an exclusive liberal-only 
newspaper, including letters-to-edi- 
tor, then it should be funded by pur- 
chase and subscription so that I have 
the option to "NOT BUY IT." 
William P. Barron, Jr. 
Senior. A&S 
Editor'! not*: Tha BQ Nawt li totally 
aaJf-supporlad through advancing, not 
by atudant IHI and tharafora has an 
Indapandant adltorlal vote* arllculatad 
by tha atudanta on the staff. Tna com- 
mentary by Kavln Prandargait, ara a just 
that, a commantary rapraaantlng Ma own 
paraonal viewpoint. 
Clear Views 
by Erin Esmont 
The Citizens Forum on Self-Govern- 
ment of the National Municipal 
League, Inc., decided to give out their 
own Academy Awards on Monday. 
But the recipients were neither Shir- 
ley MacLaine nor Jack Nicholson, but 
rather nine cities bestowed with the 
honorable distinction of Ail-American 
Cities. 
Toledo and Cleveland top the list for 
Ohio, and other cities include: Ard- 
more, Okla.; Johnson City, Kan.; 
New York-New Jersey-Connecticut 
metropolitan area; St. Paul, Minn.; 
Tacoma, Wash.; Traverse City, Mich. 
and Wausau, Wis. All cities named 
were credited with successfully deal- 
ing with local problems and for im- 
proving the lives of their citizens. 
But one gnawing question remains: 
Hey,  what  about  Bowling   Green, 
It's obvious to local residents that 
BG has done a lot, perhaps more, for 
its citizens than any of the above 
named cities. The League's decision 
to overlook our fair city is one that 
will not rest easy with BG residents. 
Today, I decided, it's time to take 
matters into my own hands. 
More than 600 cities were vying for 
the coveted title, and considering the 
huge volume of applicants, I gener- 
ously decided to give the League the 
benefit of the doubt. Perhaps our 
application had been misplaced. 
I knew a quick call to their head- 
quarters would straighten up the mis- 
understanding in a flash. 
The conversation went something 
like this. 
"Hello, ma'am, Uh, I was wondering 
if you could put me through to the 
spokesperson for the Ail-American 
City decision committee?" 
"Miss, I'm sorry there is no one in 
at the moment. May I help you with 
soinething?" 
"Well, I'm calling from Bowling 
Green and I wanted to check to see 2 
our application had been misplaced 
and if that was the reason for our 
being overlooked as an Ail-American 
City?' 
''Bowling Green, Kentucky?" 
"No, ma'am, Bowling Green, 
Ohio." 
Much to my chagrin, she began 
laughing, and although she was cover- 
ing the phone, I heard her say. 
"Larry, there's this woman on the 
phone from Bowling Green, OHIO! 
who wants to know why their dinky 
little college town wasn't named an 
Ail-American City. Ohhh, my ribs 
hurt from laughing. Larry, can you 
take the call, f ... 
Click. I couldn't bear to listen any- 
more. 
I decided to teach the League a 
needed lesson. So, I began to list all 
the characteristics of BG which make 
it unique, and below are portions of 
the letter which will be sent to the 
League condemning them for this 
grievous error. 
I would like to bring to the League's 
attention that our very own Bowling 
Green, Ohio, has been chosen as a 
member city of Tree City, U.S.A. for 
four consecutive years. This award is 
made to only 13 cities in the state for 
each city's commitment to keeping 
the aesthetic beauty of the city at an 
outstanding level. To be considered 
for the award a city must spend one 
dollar per person on trees and other 
vegetation for general upkeep and 
maintenance. Surely, this distinction 
should weigh heavily in the voting for 
All-American City. 
I thought the League might have 
discriminated against our city be- 
cause we are not heavily populated, 
but I see that three other cities were 
of comparable size, so that blew that 
theory. 
In closing, I would Just like to in- 
form the League that we might not be 
a big city, but we do offer many social 
and cultural activates to rival the 
large, metropolitan area. We have 
night time hotspots like Howard's 
Club H, Brathaus, Uptown/Down- 
town, and College Station; we have 
movie theatres like Stadium Plaza 
and the Clazel; we have plays and 
opera produced by our University 
theatre and music departments; we 
have fine eating establishments like 
Tradewinds, Sundance, and Margari- 
ta's. 
This letter was sent from the cam- 
fus post office on Wednesday, April 
1,1984.1 can only hope that if it gets 
there in time for next year's Ail- 
American City competition, it will 
make a difference. 
Erin Esmont, senior journalism ma- 
jor from North Canton, is an editorial 
columnist for the News. 
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University plans eight-day excursion to Peruvian tropics 
by Larry Harris 
stafl reporter 
Journey to the exotic Amazon River 
basin. Explore the wild jungles of 
Peru. Conquer the Aztecs, all for class 
credit. 
It may be difficult to find Aztecs to 
conquer, but an eight-day excursion 
to the Peruvian tropics offered by the 
University for next winter promises 
excitement, adventure and plenty of 
learning. 
A tour of the Amazon River basin, 
one of the world's largest remaining 
wilderness areas, is being planned for 
Jan. 5-12,1965. 
Co-sponsored by the Department of 
Biological Sciences and the Office of 
Continuing Education, the trip is open 
to the public and will include Journeys 
down the Amazon and Manti rivers, 
exploration of jungle and rain forests 
and a visit to a village of Yagua 
Indians who still use blowguns and 
poison darts for hunting. 
Dr. Stephen Vessey and Dr. Roger 
Thibault of the Biological Sciences 
Department will accompany students 
on the tour to offer instruction and 
conduct research. 
"The primary benefit for students 
is the exposure to the tropics which is 
an experience beyond compare," Thi- 
bault said. "Those making the trip 
will appreciate nature as they never 
have before because of the availabil- 
ity and abundance of organisms to 
study." 
THE AMAZON, the world's largest 
river, and its 1,100 tributaries are 
believed to contain 66 percent of all 
river water. Its river basin, covering 
over 2.5 million square miles, con- 
tains more than 4,300 species of birds, 
4,000 species of butterflies, 2,000 spe- 
cies of fish and more than 25,000 types 
of plants. 
Many institutions have a program 
like this," Thibault said. "We would 
like to make this part of curriculum." 
He added this is the first trip to the 
tropics sponsored by the University 
and three credit hours are given to 
those taking the tour. 
An informational meeting about the 
tour will be held at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, 
April 17 in the Assembly Room, 
McFall Center. 
Approximate cost for the trip is $1,- 
650 which includes round-trip airfare 
from Detroit and all other transporta- 
tion costs in Peru, lodging, meals and jungle excursions with experienced 
guides. 
Work in France and EnglqncL 
Students restore historical sites 
by Carole Hornberger 
slafl reporter 
For students still looking for some 
type of summer job, the International 
Council on Monuments and Sites of- 
fers the opportunity to work in France 
and England restoring historic sites. 
Supported by the United States In- 
formation Agency, ICOMOS gives stu- 
dents a chance to live in a foreign 
setting while working on a conserva- 
tion project. 
According to Hope Headley, pro- 
gram officer for ICOMOS, .located in 
Washington D.C., the committee is 
responsible for finding applicants for 
summer volunteer projects abroad. 
"They (the students) preferably 
(aged) 17 to 23, do not necessarily 
have to have an avid interest in pres- 
ervation but they must be able to do 
hard physical labor, such as construc- 
tion and stone work involved," she 
said. 
The most important qualification is 
a desire to meet new friends and learn 
about a foreign place, Headley added. 
She said the program has a dual 
purpose for the students. 
"WHILE GIVING the volunteer a 
chance to see places that are impor- 
tant to the world's history," Headley 
said, "He also gets to live and experi- 
ence life of the French or the En- 
glish." 
She explained that 80 students are 
selected to work on sites doing exca- 
vation, masonry, carpentry or conser- 
vation work in France during August. 
While living in a dorm-like situa- 
tion, the student gets to take part in 
the activities of the villages and 
towns. 
In the July program in England, 20 
Americans will be chosen to work 
with British students in outdoor main- 
tenance and land management tasks, 
Headley said. 
There will be orientation programs 
in Washington D.C. and final orienta- 
tion programs in London and Paris 
which will introduce historic preser- 
vation in the United States and Brit- 
ain or France, she added. 
The trip includes a $50 application 
fee, part of which is refunded if the 
person is not accepted, and plane fare 
of about $757 round trip. 
The application deadline is May 11 
for the England program or June 11 to 
work in France in August. 
RAs not insured by University 
despite contact with students 
Ben Morrison 
slafl reporter 
Though resident advisers are 
around students more than most 
University employees, they are not 
covered by University insurance. 
The question about RAs and hall 
directors being covered by Univer- 
sity insurance was discussed re- 
cently when a non-University 
student allegedly struck an assis- 
tant hall director. 
According to William Lanning, 
director of Residence Life for area 
2 (which includes Kohl Hall and 
McDonald, Rodgers, and 
Kreischer quadrangles), state law 
restricts the type of employee that 
can be covered by the University, 
therefore part-time RAs and hall 
directors aren't covered by Univer- 
sity insurance. 
"Only full-time employees can 
be covered (through the Univer- 
sity) and RAs are not considered 
full-time," Lanning said. "Full- 
time employees pay part of the 
insurance and the University pays 
the rest." 
RAs are encouraged to have per- 
sonal insurance, but it is not a 
requirement of the job. 
According to Lanning, "they are 
considered students first, RAs sec- 
ond." 
Referring to student-resident ad- 
viser fights, Lanning said he is 
"glad it doesn't happen more often, 
but it's a wonder it doesn't." 
IN 15 YEARS and about 3,000 
RAs, Lanning said he has heard of 
only four or five instances of fight- 
ing. 
Lanning added,  "The resident 
advisers are taught what to expect 
- which includes a lot of verbal 
abuse." 
"Anyone can lose his temper, but 
we encourage our RAs not to get 
into any physical confrontations," 
Lanning said. "They are told 'If 
you can get out of it - get out of it,' 
and the best way to get out of it is to 
call the police. 
Though they are not covered by 
the University's insurance, Lan- 
ning said RAs are not on their own 
because "there have been in- 
stances where an RA has been 
protected by members of the 
floor," he said. 
If full-time hall directors happen 
to get injured on the job, they are 
covered by University insurance. 
! Hair Unlimited 
1143 W. Wooster 353-3281 
Precision Hair Cut $6 
no appointment necessary 
w/coupon 4-30-84 
I UPS 
PUROLATOR 
J & F Package 
148 S. Main 
352-4677 352-6820 
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7Hetn6 <t 
LARGE 1 ITEM 
*4.50 
352-3551 
Eat in or carry out 
Good 4/12/34 only 
PRESENTS 
MIASERLIGHT ROCK CONCERT 
FEATURING THE WHO.THE POLICE.L 
FRI. APRIL 13 
GRAND BALLROOM 
8:00pm and 10:00pm 
$3.50 for all tickets 
Tickets available at 
FINDERS, THE SOURCE and UAO office 
The University Board of Student Publications 
is now accepting applications for: 
BG News Summer Editor 
& 1984-85 Editors for 
The Key 
The Obsidian 
Miscellany Magazine 
Applications available at 106 University Hall 
DEADLINE: Wednesday, April 18, 5 p.m. 
Outstanding Opportunity 
for Spring, 1984 
Accounting Graduate 
Carr Liggett is looking for a 
Staff Accountant. 
We're an international advertising, public relations 
and sales promotion agency. We're one of the largest 
in Cleveland, and the fastest growing. Our 
computerized operating and accounting system is 
the most sophisticated anywhere. It is so highly 
regarded that other independent agencies around the 
world license its use from us. 
As Staff Accountant, you'll be involved in the 
accounting and financial functions of our business 
here and abroad. This requires regular, effective 
contact with our account service, creative, media and 
management professionals. You'll also work with other 
agencies using our system. There will be some travel, 
and fluency in a second language will be helpful. 
Please write for an interview, sending your resume to: 
Mike Carlton 
Carr Liggett, Inc. 
815 Superior Avenue 
Cleveland, OH 44114 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
in Intimate evening with 
we anemic 
MICHAEL 
STANLEY 
Sunday, April 15.8 p.m. 
university ol Toledo Student union Auditorium 
Tickets: $9°° students in advance 
$10°° at the door and general public 
On sale at the candy counter on main campus and Comtech, also 
Headsheds, Finder's Records, Finders in B.G. and both Boogies. 
POTATO SKINS $3.95 
Entire Month 
of April 
The Best 
Appetizers 
in Town 
SUNDANCE 
352-1092 
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Weather brings'spring fever' 
by Patty Luplca 
reporter 
There are no biologicial 
reasons for- "spring fever" 
but students appear to be 
more restless this time of 
year, according to two Uni- 
"There is no scientific 
evidence f or people acting 
differently. There are just 
strong differences in peo- 
ple and the way they act," 
said Robert Warehime, 
psychologist at the Coun- 
seling and Career Devel- 
opment   Center   and   a 
University psychology pro- 
fessor. 
Students' attitudes about 
their school work change 
with the change in temper- 
atures, Warehime saidT 
"It's a burn-out syn- 
drome because it is the end 
of the year and students 
and faculty want out. They 
don't want any more 
school. They are probably 
saying 'no more school, 
work or commitments. 
Please, just give me good 
"ill weather,'" 
said. 
Warehime 
He added although some 
may not be affected by the 
change in the weather, 
some change is noticeable 
in the majority of peole. 
"People act more ex- 
cited and energetic. It's 
another occasion to act ei- 
ther positive or negative. 
You can blame the 
weather for raining or be 
thankful for it being 
sunny," Warehime said. 
Patricia Oe Haas, assis- 
tant professor of psychol- 
ogy, said she is unaware of 
any chemical changes 
within the body due to 
warm weather. 
"There are significant 
reasons, though, for people 
acting differently. Variety 
makes us feel better. 
Warm weather gives us 
options of things we can do 
outside, clothing we can 
wear and sports we can 
play. It is understandable 
because the change itself 
can make us feel better 
because something new en- 
hances the human mood," 
she said. 
'Hike for hunger'aids needy 
ROTC Pomp and Circumstance 
Squadron Commander Jeff Miller leads cadets yesterday on the practice field 
briefly became a military parade ground as the Air Force ROTC cadets held their first dateline  
bg news staff/jomes Youli 
next  to Memorial  Hall. The field 
closing ceremonies in 10 years. 
by Nancy Bosfwlck 
reporter 
University students and 
area residents will be rais- 
ing money to combat world 
hunger on Sunday as they 
walk 10 miles in Bowling 
Green's 12th "Hike for 
Hunger." 
The "Hike for Hunger," 
sponsored by the Bowling 
Green Ministerial Associa- 
tion through the Church 
Rural Overseas Projects, 
gives people a personal 
opportunity to do their part 
in helping to end world 
hunger, according to Rev. 
Frank Ellis, co-chair of the 
event. 
"We walk because (hun- 
gry) people have to walk 
miles to obtain food or wa- 
ter, and we hope the event 
will help, so they won't 
have to walk so far," he 
said. 
"I'm concerned with the 
whole problem of world 
hunger, and this walk al- 
lows me to physically help 
stop hunger," he added. 
According to Craig Herb, 
a campus minister, coordi- 
nating conferences have 
been set up to involve more 
students in the walk 
through Unity and Active 
Christians Today. 
Ellis said he expects 75 
to 100 participants in this 
CROP walk. 
Eighty-five percent of 
the proceeds will be sent to 
more than SO countries for 
long term self-help devel- 
opment projects sponsored 
by CROP. The remaining 
money will be used to pro- 
vide other immediate aid 
to foreign countries, he 
added. 
CROP funds have been 
used in the past to provide 
seeds for planting, well 
digging projects, family 
planning and education. 
They have also provided 
immediate relief, such as 
providing food for disaster 
stricken areas, Ellis said. 
Thursday, April 12 
Squash Instruction - Part 3 of the 
"This is Squash" television series, 
discussing the volley and playing the 
ball off the wall, will be shown fol- 
lowed by live demonstrations and 
practice. The event, which is free and 
open to all, will be held between 8-9:30 
p.m. in the lounge and squash courts. 
Student Rec Center. 
Cultural Conversation - Brigitte Loos, 
a graduate assistant in German and 
Russian, and Dieter Wingen, a Ger- 
man exchange student, will discuss 
"Gerriany Today." The event, which 
is sponsored by the Honors Program, 
will be held at 7:30 p.m., the Interna- 
tional Lounge, 16 Williams. It is free 
and open to all. 
Jazz Week Event - Jazz Week V 
begins with a free 8 p.m. concert by 
the University's Jazz Combos, Bryan 
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
Golden Key National Honor Society - 
Attention new and returning Golden 
Key members, there will be an elec- 
tion of officers for 1984-85 today at 
4:30 p.m. 121 Hayes Hall.  
UAO Campus Film - The musical 
film classic "Singin' in the Rain" will 
be shown at 8 p.m.. the Gish Film 
Theater, Hanna Hall. Free. 
University Theater Production - "A 
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to 
the Forum'rwill be presented by the 
University Theater at 8 p.m. For 
ticket information, call (419) 372-2719. 
Journalism in the Western and De- 
veloping World - Dr. Hal Fisher, a 
University journalism professor who 
has just returned from Liberia where 
he served as chief party for the U.S. 
agency for an International Devel- 
opment Project, will discuss "Journa- 
lism in the Western and Developing 
World." The event will begin at 5 p.m. 
in the Town Room of the Union and is 
free and open to all.  
Free Master Class - Philip Jones of 
the Philip Jones Brass Ensemble will 
give a &pe master class from 9-11 
a.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Mu- 
sical Arts Center. 
Asian Coffee Hours - Coffee hours 
will feature entertainment and food 
typical of Asian countries. The event 
begins at 2 p.m., 17 Williams Hall. 
PA6UAIS PIZZA 
'Two Locations To Serve You" 
352-7571 L. SOUTH 
EAST 
HEY B.G.S.U.! THINK SPRING!! 
440 
E. Court 
945 
S. Main St. 
THURSDAY 
11 am.-9 p.m. 
Lasagna Dinner 
$-| 50 
FRIDAY 
11 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Salad & Pizza Smorgasbord 
$350 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
And they're both repie- 
[ sented by the insignia you wear 
| as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care ' 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
 not the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7/13, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
J WHAT SETS US APART __^ 
FROM THE OTHER RT 
VETERINARY SCHOOLS?      MM 
Personalized Education 
ROSS UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
• AVMA Listed 
• ENGLISH Is the language of instruction 
• FULL TIME qualified faculty from U.S. Veterinary Schools 
• AMERICAN Veterinary School curriculum 
developed by Deans of U.S. veterinary schools 
• CLINICAL training offered in the United States 
• GRADUATES eligible to take U.S. licensure exams 
Now accepting applications for July and November 1984 
semesters. Financial Assistance Available. 
I FOR FURTHER INFORMATION Call Warren Ross 
Toll Free Within N.Y. State 1 -800-462-4070. 
. .Outside N.Y. State 1 -800-828-8011 
or Write: Caribbean Admissions. Inc. 
I Street. New York. N.Y. 10001 •DeptV4 8/ 
^ 
JtllltJ.CI 
R° I^Tniverslty0 
\ \zJ l6W.32nd  
Congratulations 
SENIORS! 
Help us salute 
BGSU 
SENIORS 
with special senior discounts in 
advertisements appearing 
Wednesday, April 18 and 
Wednesday April 25 
Offer savings to all BGSU students, faculty and staff, 
but congratulate seniors with an EXTRA discount with 
their valid BGSU I.D. showing senior status. 
Contact the BG News advertising offices at 372-2601 or see your account 
representative soon!   
> 
SUMMER SPECIALS 
Efficiencies 
$150 month all utilities 
1 Bedroom 
$175 month all utilities paid 
2 Bedroom 
$200 month plus gas & elec 
(landlord pays water and sewage) 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road    Bowling Groan, OH    392-1193 
1 
WFAL 680 AM 
and 
HOWARD'S CLUB H 
presents 
'* The Ray Fuller *+ 
Band 
Thursday, April 12, 10:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m. 
at Howard's Club H playing 
'rock and roll blues' 
Broadcasted "Live" on 680 AM 
WFAL 
---:--'*   V  --    • ■I w—m—m 
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Feminist voices common concerns 
bg news/aprll 12 1984 5 
by GeoKrey Barnard 
staff reporter 
Before Eleanor Smeal spoke in 
Kobacker Hall Tuesday night, she 
said she was warned that north- 
west Ohioans' views tend to be 
somewhat conservative. 
But Smeal said she receives sim- 
ilar cautions whether she is speak- 
ing in Brooklyn, Los Angeles, or 
Erie, Pa. 
Smeal, a spokesperson for the 
feminist movement, addressed top- 
ics of the womens' vote, war, and 
domestic violence, issues she said 
are of concern to all individuals - 
not just women. 
Domestic violence, which may 
affect as many as one in four 
marriages, has only been acknowl- 
edged as a problem in the nations' 
eyes for about ten years, Smeal 
said. 
"Domestic violence is a condi- 
tion that affects not only the poor, 
but the rich, educated, black, 
white, and all religious back- 
grounds," Smeal said. 
Although more funding and re- 
search needs to be done to address 
the problem of domestic violence, 
the problem may have never come 
to national attention if it hadn't 
been for the feminist movement, 
Smeal said. 
"One of the things the modern 
feminist movement did was expose 
a lot of problems and help work to 
solve them," Smeal said. 
"ESSENTIALLY, the feminist 
movement is a very practical 
cause. It deals with everyday prob- 
lems. It's not just an academic 
subject," she added. 
Aside from confronting problems 
of violence against women, the 
feminist movement is concerned 
with securing civil rights for 
women. According to Smeal, the 
way to obtain womens' rights is 
through the electoral process. 
"Women do not nave enough 
^ 
Eleanor Smeal 
power," Smeal said. "There is a 
womens' vote, but it is just begin- 
ning to be realized. 
"Today, women are voting more 
(than ever before) and at a nigher 
rate than men." 
Smeal, author of Why and How 
Women Will Elect the Next Presi- 
dent, said the women's vote will 
play an instrumental role in the 
1984 presidential election because 
of the gender gap created by Presi- 
dent Reagan. 
"One of the reasons for Reagan's 
gender gap is how much he spends 
on the military," Smeal said. "I 
believe the female population has 
been removed from the military 
and feel alienated by it. 
SMEAL ADDED most women 
feel the chances are likely for a 
nuclear war and the feminist 
movement is concerned with pur- 
suing  world peace.  Smeal said 
bg news staff/jcnes Vouil 
women are the key to a peaceful 
world. 
Although viewed as radical, the 
feminist movement is actually 
somewhat conservative, Smeal 
said. 
"We just want a little more jus- 
tice and a little more opportunity 
for our children, be they t>oys or be 
they girls," she said. "Now we've 
got a new problem. We have to 
make sure there is a world for 
there to be justice in." 
UN model debates Iran/Iraq, 
South African problems 
by Tere*a Perrettl 
staff reporter 
With stem concentration, members 
of the simulation of the United Na- 
tions Security Council debated Iran/I- 
raq disputes and the problems in the 
racist regime of South Africa last 
night. 
The model simulation of the UN 
Security Council was presented by 
members of the University Model UN 
program, the International Relations 
Association, and the World Student 
Association. 
Debating issues which have been 
discussed in the UN, members voiced 
the opinions of their distinquished 
countries. Students taking part in the 
simulation were asked to represent 
both members and non-members of 
the UN council. 
Countries represented included the 
United States, Union of Soviet Social- 
ist Republics. China, France and the 
United Kingdom. Other nations pre- 
sented included Nigeria, Spain, Jor- 
don, Iran and Iraq. 
DELEGATES expressed their opin- 
ions and decisions on the topics set for 
discussion. Proposals concerning the 
immediate withdrawal of troops not 
belonging to either armed forces of 
Iran or armed forces of Iraq were 
discussed. 
Another request included the erad- 
ication of apartheid and the establish- 
ment of non-racial democratic state 
in South Africa. 
According to Tsuneo Akaha, assis- 
tant professor of political science, the 
simulation has been presented to help 
familiarize students with global is- 
sues, inform the general student audi- 
ence on major political concerns of 
the UN, and to expose students to 
diverse and competing ideals. 
Those discussing and debating reso- 
lutions are going to be traveling to 
New York to participate in a five-day 
simulation next week. 
"It (last night's model simulation) 
is a bit different then the one set in 
New York, but it allows those to 
practice their roles," Akaha said. 
"The simulation has been apart of 
international week for several years 
and will continue next year," Akaha 
said. 
Reduce your 
taxes. 
Support the | American Heart 
Association. 
United Wiay 
People Helping People 
0 WERE FIGHTING FOR \OUR LIFE American Heart Association 
American Heart Association 
WETS FIGHTING FORNOUR UFE CHERRYWOOD 
HEALTH SPA & TANNING CENTER 
8th & High Sts. 352-9378 
HOURS 
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-10 p.m.      Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m. 
^mCWflgMMS 
& 
JUST ARRIVED! 
The Latest in European 
Suntan Equipment 
The SunSyslem is safer than the sun. 
The SunSyslem duplicates just the right 
amount ol Ultra Violet A light to produce a 
rich, deep tan At the same time the 
carefully controlled temperature ol the 
system helps to promote the tanning 
process and prevents dry skin. Each ses- 
sion requires just 10 minutes and you don't 
have to worry about burning Have a 
beautiful, healthy tan the SunSystem way 
INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL 
8 VISITS / $25 
 COUPON  
One FREE Tanning Session & 
one FREE visit to Health Spa 
with coupon. 
UMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER 
OFFER EXPIRES 4/30/84 
5 Bloom 
LILLIES $6.50 
PLACE FTD ORDERS NOW FOR EASTER! 
Fancy _, 
CARNATIONS $500 dozen 
DAFFODILS $2.00 dozen 
dozen DAISIES <2.00 
Long Stem 
RED ROSES $10.00 dozen 
MYLES' FLOWERS 
DAIRY QUEEN BUILDING 
JAZZ WEEK V 
Schedule of Events: 
Thursday, April 12 
Friday, April 13' 
JAZZ COMBOS 
8 p.m. 
Brian Recital Hall 
TUESDAY LAB BAND 
3:30 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall 
FACULTY JAZZ 
ENSEMBLE & 
SPECIAL GUESTS 
8 p.m. 
Brian Recital Hall 
PHIL WOOD QUINTET * 
8 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall 
Ptiil Woods, saxophone 
Tom Harrell, trumpet 
Hal Galper, piano 
Steve Gilmore, bass 
Bill Goodwin, drums 
Al events free with the exception of the Phi Wood Quintet. 
CaJ 372-0171 tor ticket information. 
Saturday, April 14 
N M* laid ii the Moore Muni Ms Cm* 
5th BIRTHDAY 
SALE V 
* 
f~°7       Siuccba       \    < 
>   HL .5th BIRTHDAYA SALE   j^ J 
■ 
Save on our entire stock of 
spring and summer better 
traditional clothing and sportswear 
for ladies and gentlemen. 
lOl N. Main St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio PFisicrers-GJadieax 
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Officials urge approval of Midwest railway system 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Midwest of- 
ficials urged Congress yesterday to 
approve an interstate compact that is 
studying the prospects of building a 
high-speed passenger rail system in 
the region. 
Congressmen and state officials 
testified before a House Judiciary 
subcommittee on behalf of a bill that 
would grant congressional consent to 
a rail compact between Ohio, Illinois, 
Indiana, Michigan and Pennsylvania. 
The measure would also create a 
council to coordinate the rail studies, 
with two representatives from each 
state. 
Under the Constitution, interstate 
compacts must be approved by Con- 
gress. Ohio became the first member 
of the compact in 1979. 
Jacqueline Gillan, Washington rep- 
resentative for the Ohio Department 
of Transportation, said Gov. Richard 
Celeste supports the bill and has ap- 
pointed a task force to study the 
economic impact and possible financ- 
ing methods for such a rail system in 
the state. 
"WE RECOGNIZE" how closely 
linked Ohio is to the economies of our 
neighbors and how important it is to 
explore ways to promote economic 
development in the region," Ms. Gil- 
lan said. "Examining ways to im- 
prove the movement of goods and 
people is a step toward attracting new 
industries and maintaining and en- 
couraging the growth of existing in- 
dustries. 
The United States currently has no 
high-speed trains, but such systems 
are under study in the five Midwes- 
tern states as well as California, 
Texas, Florida, Louisiana and Missis- 
sippi. 
J. Scott Hercik, of the Michigan 
Department of Transportation, said 
studies Indicate there are natural 
traffic pathways connecting 30 mil- 
lion people in the five Midwestern 
states. 
"If linked with the existing north- 
east corridor, the combined networks 
would extend service to fully one- 
fourth of the nation's population," 
Hercik said. "Similar connections 
could easily link this network with 
Canada's major population centers as 
well." 
Hercik estimated that studies on 
such a system would take two to three 
years and that funding for the system 
would likely come from both public 
and private sources. 
Rep. Joseph Kolter, sponsor of the 
bill, said a high-speed rail system 
could trigger economic growth in the 
rail industry and produce a ripple 
effect in Industries such as steel. 
"Jobs will be created in areas such 
as steel, aluminum and high-tech 
industries," Kolter, D-Pa., MET "An 
improved rail system will stimulate 
business and tourism in the partici- 
pating states." 
The subcommittee took no action on 
the bill. 
Nobel Prize physicist visits childhood classroom in Lima 
UMA, Ohio (AP) - Dr. 
William Fowler, who won a 
share of last year's Nobel 
Prize for work on what 
makes the stars shine, was 
a star in his own right this 
week on a visit to the 
hometown he hadn't seen 
in a half-century. 
He paid a nostalgic visit 
to Horace Mann Elemen- 
tary School, where he at- 
tended classes in 1917-26. 
and stood by as the school 
library was dedicated in 
his name. Later he told a 
class of science students at 
Lima Senior High School 
that "Whatever success 
I've had got started here in 
Lima." 
Although a Nobel recipi- 
ent for work in explaining 
what makes the stars 
shine. Fowler seemed to 
feel more comfortable as a 
teacher   than   honored 
The 72-year-old as- 
)hysicist   shared   the 
1983 Nobel Prize in physics 
for his work on the evolu- 
tion of stars. 
"I was warned when I 
fat (the Nobel Prize) and 
m finding it true, that 
when you get this, every- 
one considers you an ex- 
pert. Well, I'm always 
very skeptical of experts," 
Fowler told the class. 
Fowler explained to the 
students the work he has 
done in physics and astron- 
omy, and mentioned that 
while he entered Ohio State 
University intent on be- 
coming a ceramic engi- 
neer, it was only a matter 
of time before he fell in 
love with physics. 
"WHAT STARTED me 
along this line was when I 
realized that in a labo- 
ratory you could duplicate 
a process that was going on 
in the stars. I was hooked," 
he said. 
After years of research, 
be was able to explain 
what makes the stars 
shine, but said that answer 
raised new questions of a 
different sort. 
"The worst thing in sci- 
ence is when you solve a 
problem, because then vou 
have to find a new problem 
to work on," he said. "The 
main thing for all of you to 
appreciate Is there's still 
lots of problems to be 
solved." 
9 American Heart Association WE'RE FIGHTING FOR \OUR LIFE 
The 1984 KEY... 
Your Only Sure 
Bet! 
Order your 1984 Yearbook 
and receive a FREE raffle ticket 
for a chance to win: 
1**  PriZei   13 Inch Color Television Donated by K-Mart, 1111S. Main 
*   11Z %£..   $100 Gift Certificate from Finder's Records, 128 N. Main 
IWO   3        PriZeS!    Two $25 Gift Certificates at Trade Winds, 104 S. Main 
Drawing: Friday, April 27, 5 p.m. 
* (Winners will be notified) 
ORDER NOW at the 
KEY Office BG News Office 
106 University Hall 310 Student Services 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. -OR-      11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
Monday-Friday Monday-Friday 
or from any KEY Staff Member 
Receive your FREE raffle 
ticket for a chance to win!! 
-ORDER NOW - PAY LATER- 
*•_•? 
$5.25 HAIRCUTS 
AND 
PERMS $20450 complete 
ONLY AT 
Mini Mall Beauty 
190 S. Main St. BG 
In the Mini Mall 
352-7658 
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■■■■■COUPON —-..» 
We Now Have — 
WHOLEWHEAT 
DOUGH rr 
Introductory Special With Coupon-\ 
_____       WhoU Wh.ot Dough 
rKtt Plus On* Other Item On Any Slf Pino 
\   Chtcogo Styl. ExtraOn. Coupon P.r Piiro 
Ho"S REIMUVIIY 
203 N. Main        •      352-5166 
Votad bast pizza In B.Q. 
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A  UPSILON 
and 
*D&H¥ proudly present :| IWtM J*tA 
The 34th Annual Delta Upsilon Bike Race 
Saturday, April 14,1984 at UOOasn. MSci\ 
**Also> Warm up with Happy Hours at 
UPTOWN tonight from 7 to 10.. fantastic 
drink specials for the financially 
embarrasset 
Bring out your best. 
. .:::-;:::.;.::::.\j":. :::':::::::;:::::v  _ _  ■ -  
__ ■•••■•■•••■•■•-•-•■•■•■•■•■•■•■■• i_i 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
777 & 775 MANVILLE: PRESENTLY ARE 
MARRIED AND GRAD.STUDENTS (Apts. 9-24) 
• UNFURNISHED / 2 bdrm., 1 1/2 BATHS 
• 12 month leases / '300 per month 
• FREE WATER & SEWER 
• WASHER & DRYERS IN EACH BUILDING 
733 MANVILLE: PRESENTLYUNDERGRAD. STUDENTS 
• 2 bdrm., 1 1/2 BATHS/FURNISHED 
• 9 & 12 month leases available 
• FREE WATER & SEWER 
• TENANT PAYS ELEC. & GAS 
825 3'dST.: VERY NICE UNITS! 
• 1 bdrm. APTS. 
• #1,11,15,4 ARE UNFURNISHED - THE REST FURNISHED 
• FREE HEAT, WATER & SEWER 
• TENANT PAYS ELECTRIC ONLY 
• 9 & 12 month leases available 
841 8*ST.: PRESENTLY ARE UNDERGRAD. STUDENTS 
• 2 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths/Furnished 
• Free Water & Sewer 
• Tenant pays elec & gas 
• 9 & 12 month leases available 
■W-->620 :)28 S MAIN 352-1 if>> 
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The Little 
Schoolhouse 
courtesy of/Marilyn Brootz 
The original schoolhouse was moved to the University from 
southeast Norwalk, and was reconstructed brick by brick over a 
wooden frame. 
Professor teaches early 
American education 
It was like passing through a time 
warp into the 1890s - the only indica- 
tions it was taking place at the Uni- 
versity were the letters, BGSU 
scrawled on one blackboard. 
Dr. James Davidson, University 
education professor, decided not only 
to lecture his EDCI 302 (Educational 
Psychology) students on American 
education around the turn of the cen- 
tury, he brought the classroom to 
them. Davidson conducted class in 
the Educational Memorabilia Center 
- next to Public Safety - otherwise 
known as the little red schoolhouse. 
The District #6 School was origi- 
nally built in 1875 in Norwalk, Ohio. It 
served as a unified classsroom for 
children in grades one through eight. 
The class was usually segregated, 
boys on one side and girls on the 
other. Davidson didn't make the dis- 
tinction. 
Assuming the role of a school mas- 
ter at the turn of the century, he met 
each student at the door wearing peg 
leg wool trousers, leather shoes, tie. 
vest. Ichabod Crane overcoat and 
English plaid cap borrowed from the 
University's Theater Department. 
After taking roll, to which every 
student responded with a "here sir, 
Davidson reminded them to continue, 
saying, "students, all answers must 
be given in complete sentences, and a 
'yea air' or 'no sir' must go along with 
each answer." 
The lessons of the day were arith- 
metic, spelling, mathematics and En- 
glish. ''Classes of the day would have 
normally opened with a prayer, but 
with all the recent controversy made 
between church and state, I decided 
to omit that part of the class," David- 
son said. 
The District #6 School has been part 
of the University since 1975, when it 
was donated by a Norwalk family who 
owned the land where the schoolhouse 
stood. The building was dismantled 
by Dr. Daniel Heisler and his sons 
brick-by-brick and reconstructed on 
the University's campus. The move 
was financed by a $50,000 Ohio Gen- 
eral Assembly appropriation and pri- 
vate donations. 
THE INTERIOR of the building has 
been kept as authentic as possible. 
The paneling is original, the small 
wooden desks are bolted to the floor, a 
woodburning stove in the middle of 
the room and there is a stool in front 
of the class with the dunce cap. 
One of Davidson's students was 
disrupting class by talking to the 
student behind her so she got the 
dunce cap treatment, sitting in front 
of the class wearing the dunce cap. 
"The dunce cap was a popular form 
of psychological punishment of the 
day," Davidson said. "I punished 
Mary this way to show what psycho- 
logical punishment can do." 
This was the first time Davidson 
had ever used the building to conduct 
class, but he said he would like to try 
it again in the future. 
"It was a nice change for the stu- 
dents and myself," Davidson said. 
ftotos by Susan Cross 
Story by J. Douglas Gurnick 
Dr. James Davidson, educational psychology professor for the University, brought his classes into the old schoolhouse for his 
lectures on American education at the turn of the century. 
Davidson ran his classroom (or at least tried to) as they did In the 
late 1800's, which included strict discipline. 
Amy Ash, a student of Davidson's, collected the days spelling assignment, 
after which the class took a spelling test. 
Mary Haucke was caught talking in class and 
received the standard punishment of that era 
the dunce cap. 
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Student credits 'dropout school9 
with revived interest in education 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - A Colum- 
bus high school student, winner of a 
National Merit Scholarship two years 
after he quit education, credits the 
city's so-called "dropout school" with 
reviving his interest in learning. 
Charles Eckert was among 1,375 
students nationwide named last week 
in the first round of National Merit 
Scholarship awards. Although the 
amounts of the scholarships are not 
revealed, the average four-year 
award is $5,300. Eckert said he hopes 
to use the scholarship to study electri- 
cal engineering at Ohio State Univer- 
sity. 
For Eckert, the scholarship award 
is part of a rags-to-riches, or F's-to- 
A's, story. 
Two years ago, Eckert, 18, was 
stricken from the rolls at Eastmoor 
High School. But he expects to grad- 
uate in May from a new Columbus 
program nicknamed the "dropout 
school" at the North Education Cen- 
ter, formerly North High School. 
"People have dubbedthis 'the drop- 
out school,' but it really isn't," said 
Donald Davis, administrator at the 
center. "People think the kids in our 
school aren't that smart, but for 
many, they just haven't reached their 
potential.' 
ECKERT, identified as a bright 
student in grade school, said he got 
mostly A's and B's until his sopho- 
more year at Eastmoor. In January 
1982, the middle of the school year, his 
parents took him to North Carolina. 
Then 16 years old, Eckert rebelled 
at the sudden loss of friends and 
familiar environment. 
"I was flunkin' out down there," he 
recalled. "I just didn't do any work." 
He returned to Columbus after five 
months and re-enrolled at Eastmoor 
in the fall of 1982. But administrators 
kicked him out just before Christmas 
because his guardian did not live in 
the Columbus school district. 
For almost a year, Eckert stayed 
out of school. He worked off and on, 
studied a little and worried about 
finishing high school without moving 
back to North Carolina. 
Finally he heard about the North 
program, started in 1983 for dropouts 
and potential dropouts. 
Since he started classes there in 
November, his record shows all A's 
except for two B's. 
He is convinced he never would 
have made those grades in another 
school. 
Voter registration increasing 
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Rev. 
Jesse Jackson's scheduled presi- 
dential campaign visit this week- 
end to Ohio is providing impetus to 
voter registration efforts, election 
officials say. 
Elvera Radford, director of the 
Hamilton County Board of Elec- 
tions in Cincinnati, estimated that 
the Jackson campaign alone has 
registered between 3,000 and 5,000 
new voters in a drive concentrated 
in churches attended primarily by 
blacks. Campaign staffers turned 
in about 2,500 registrations Mon- 
day, before Monday's 9 p.m. EST 
filing deadline for voting in the 
May 8 primary, she said. 
Jackson, who is contending with 
Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado and 
former Vice President Walter Mon- 
dale for the Democratic presi- 
dential nomination, is to become 
the third of the trio to visit Ohio thu. 
week. Tuesday, Mondale was in 
Cleveland and Hart stopped in Co- 
lumbus. 
Jackson plans to visit Cincinnati 
on Friday evening for a news con- 
ference, public rally and private 
meetings, all at the Cincinnati Con- 
vention Center, before traveling on 
to Dayton. His Dayton agenda was 
still being arranged and may in- 
clude an overnight stay before he 
continues on to northern Ohio. 
The free, public rally is to take 
Blace in a room on the center's first 
oor, which has a capacity of about 
4,400 people, said C. Denise John- 
son, who is helping arrange Jack- 
son's Cincinnati visit. She said the 
rally attendance will have to be 
restricted to avoid overcrowding 
that would violate city regulations. 
Along with the Jackson cam- 
paign, Radford credited news me- 
dia reports that alerted the public 
to the registration deadline, and 
elections board efforts to register 
people at shopping centers, for the 
new registrations. 
She said 19,465 voter registration 
cards have been turned in to the 
Hamilton County Board of Elec- 
tions headquarters since Jan. 1. 
"Based on past experience, we 
could have 500 to 1,000 of them that 
are duplicates for people who al- 
ready are registered, she said. 
"But even when you subtract that 
amount, it's a record total for any 
primary in Hamilton County." 
She estimated it will increase the 
county's total of registered voters 
for the May 8 primary to 493,000. 
"That would be tremendous for a 
primary," Radford said. "It's a lot 
more like the kind of total you 
would get for a presidential gen- 
eral election." 
The elections board's staff will 
need about 10 days to complete its 
validating process to determine the 
final registration figure, she said. 
516 E. WOOSTER 
£U 352-1504 
8 FREE LIKE 
W/ANY 16" (1) ITEM OR 
MORE MYLES' PIZZA 
DELIVERY ONLY 
EXP. 5/1/84 
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Center will educate non-profit volunteers 
CLEVELAND (AP)- A 
center designed to educate 
volunteers and other work- 
ers for non-profit organiza- 
tions is being created at 
Case Western Reserve 
University with gift com- 
mitments totaling some $2 
million, university officials 
said yesterday. 
The Mandel Center for 
Non-Profit Organizations, 
to be based at the universi- 
ty's School of Applied So- 
cial Sciences, w:ll be 
directed by a person to be 
recruited as Mandel pro- 
fessor. 
The center will be the 
only one of its kind in the 
United States, according to 
Arthur Naparstek, dean of 
the applied social sciences. 
"With the center's birth, 
Cleveland becomes a labo- 
ratory that can become a 
model for the whole na- 
tion," Naparstek said. 
The university's School 
of Law and Weatherhead 
School of Management will 
also be involved with the 
program. 
The center's program 
will be aimed at middle 
managers, board mem- 
bers and volunteers in non- 
profit organizations. It will 
offer a master's  degree 
Plan now for the 1984 School Year 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OH 352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included •gas heat 'laundry 
facilities 'drapes 'carpet •party & game room 
•swimming pool •sauna 
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$280-furnished $265-unfumished Plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-furnished $200-unfurnished 
all utilities included, separate bedroom 
Frae memtarsklp to Ckirrywood Health Spa wilt lease 
COLD BEER BALLS 
And 24 RETURNABLES 
FRITO LAY & RUFFLES 
POTATO CHIPS 
99* 
8 oz. Package 
tk   PEPSI 
99* 2 liter bottle 
SEVEN-UP DIET 7-UP 
(WITH NUTRA-SWEET) 
N> I .1 *J   12 OZ. 6-PACK 
All Regular Candy Bars - 30' Cigarettes - 90' & tax 
- RACKETEERS - 
DAIRY QUEEN BUILDING 
program in social adminis- 
tration. 
The concept of the new 
center was originated by 
the founders of Cleveland- 
based Premier Industrial 
Corp.. founded by Jack, 
Joseph and Morton Man- 
del. 
THE UNIVERSITY has 
received gift commitments 
totaling $1.2 million from 
the Premier Industrial 
Foundation, the Cleveland 
Foundation and the George 
Gund Foundation to sup- 
port the center during a 
five-year start-up period. 
In addition, to establish 
the professorship, the uni- 
versity has received a gift 
commitment of $650,000 
from the Mandel Asso- 
ciated Foundations and an 
additional gift of $109,927 
from an anonymous donor. 
The Weatherhead School 
will receive an additional 
$200,000 from the Mandel 
Associated Foundations. 
"We've developed in 
America, and maybe par- 
ticularly in Cleveland, a 
unique relationship be- 
tween lay volunteers and 
professionals - a sort of 
partnership relationship," 
Morton Mandel, Premier 
board chairman, said. 
"But each of the two par- 
ties needs the right input 
from the other to get the 
kind of success we want in 
the non-profit sector. 
Everyday $1.75 Special 
BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP 
TOSSED SALAD 
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD 
Applications for organization seats in the 
USG General Assembly are available 
from Wednesday, April 11th, through Friday, 
April 20* at 405 Student Services. These 
applications are due back to the same office 
Friday, April 20th, 5 p.m. 
You are eligible to apply for one of the 5 available 
General Assembly seats if you are a member of: 
1. An Officially registered student organization 
2. An organization that represents a significant 
portion of the undergraduate student population in 
sneer size and/or percentage of the respective 
constituencies 
3. An organization that provides service to the 
University community 
4. An organization that is in some way active in 
University policy making 
warzy's 
grinder 
subsandwlch 
298 
■each 
M FULL POUND 
MEAL IH ITSELF! 
_. 
warzy's 1088 N. Main 
(KIT TO THE LIQUOR STORE) 
852-1434 
KUKU8 SMDWICHES SHCE 1962 
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Judge sentences convicted killer to electric chair 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A judge yes- 
terday sentenced Robert Buell to die 
in the electric chair for the killing of 
11-year-old Krista Lea Harrison, say- 
ing Buell put the girl "through a living 
hell" before he murdered her in 1982. 
Wayne County Judge Mark Wiest 
set an execution date for July 17,1984, 
exactly two years after the Wayne 
County girl was abducted from a park 
across from her Marshallville home. 
The 43-year-old Buell becomes the 
23rd person put on Ohio's death row 
since the death penalty was re- 
instated in Ohio in 1981. Appeals 
planned by his attorneys are expected 
to delay his execution well beyond the 
July 17 date. 
Buell received the death penalty for 
his convictions on two counts of ag- 
gravated murder. He also was sen- 
tenced to seven to 25 years on each of 
three counts of felonious kidnapping 
and life prison terras on each of three 
counts of felonious sexual penetra- 
tion. A Jury found him guilty of the 
charges April 4 and recommended the 
death sentence two days later. 
Buell stood motionless at the de- 
fense table as the judge read the 
sentence. He declined to make a 
statement. 
"From the circumstances sur- 
rounding the crime, the court did not 
find any evidence of mitigating fac- 
tors," said Wiest, adding that Buell 
put Krista Lea "through a living 
During a sentencing hearing Fri- 
day, the only mitigating evidence 
Eresented was an unsworn statement 
y Buell about his personal and em- 
ployment history. The judge could 
have given Buell a life prison sen- 
tence instead of following the jury's 
recommendation. 
BUELL,  a   former  Akron  city 
worker, is already serving a 121-to 
330-year prison term for his convic- 
tions in the abductions and rapes of an 
Ohio woman and a West Virginia 
woman last year. He pleaded no con- 
teat to the charges in January as his 
trial was to begin in Summit County. 
He was linked to the Harrison case 
through circumstantial evidence last 
fall after the Ohio woman fled from 
Buell's suburban Akron home. Krista 
Lea's body was found six days after 
her abduction at an abandoned shed 
in rural Holmes County. She had been 
sexually assaulted and strangled. 
Her parents, Gerald and Shirley 
Harrison, who had attended moat of 
the trial were not in the courtroom 
for the sentencing. 
The Harrison case was moved to 
Cuvahoga County because of pretrial 
publicity, and the jury was never told 
about the prior convictions. Buell did 
not take the stand during five days of 
testimony. 
African gorilla imports 
denied for three zoos Company seeks approval of waste site 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Fish 
and Wildlife Service has denied the 
Columbus Zoo and two others permis- 
sion to import gorillas from a French 
couple who are raising them in their 
house in Cameroon, the service an- 
nounced yesterday. 
The service said such a deal would 
encourage trade in the endangered 
species. 
The Columbus Zoo, the Memphis, 
Tenn., Zoo and Aquarium and the 
North Carolina State Zoo at Asheboro 
had sought permission to import two 
male and five female adolescent low- 
land gorillas from Robert Roy and his 
wife, a French couple who live in a 
back-country trading post in Sangme- 
lima, Cameroon. 
The lowland gorilla, found only in 
Africa, requires an import permit 
because it is on the endangered spe- 
cies list and also is protected by the 
70-nation Convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species. It is a 
frequent target of poachers who kill it 
for meat and farmers who kill it to 
protect crops. 
About 10,000 are believed to exist, 
some 1,500 in Cameroon. Only 400 of a 
related species, the mountain gorilla. 
are believed to be still alive in all of 
Africa. 
IN LETTERS to lawyers for the 
three zoos, the Fish and wildlife Serv- 
ice said: "The applications argue that 
importation of animals covered by the 
applications would have no effect on 
trade in other animals. However, 
there is evidence that this is not 
true  
"The best alternative for the con- 
servation of the species as a whole is 
to deny permission to import these 
animals, although the owner might 
ship them to a zoo in some other 
country less concerned about con- 
serving gorillas." 
Authorities in South Africa. Gam- 
bia, Liberia and Ghana cabled objec- 
tions to the import proposal on the 
grounds it would encourage trade, the 
service said. 
Dave Klinger, spokesman for the 
service, said "captive breeding is a 
worthy goal and there is nothing in 
this denial which reflects on the three 
zoos, which are very capable." 
Cameroon has permitted the export 
of about 15 gorillas a year recently. In 
1960, Cameroon banned private own- 
ership, but existing owners were al- 
lowed to keep their animals. 
Female gorillas mature at around 
10 and males at around 15. 
VICKERY, Ohio (AP) - The com- 
pany that owns the Ohio Liquid Dispo- 
sal site near Vickery has secretly 
been trying for federal approval of a 
hazardous waste landfill to bury 
PCBs and dioxin-tainted wastes at the 
site, officials said yesterday. 
In a copyright story, The News- 
Messenger in Fremont reported that 
a permit application was submitted to 
the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency last November. 
Richard Shank, chief of enforce- 
ment for the Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency, estimated that 
60,000 cubic yards or nearly 100,000 
tons of contaminated material would 
be buried in the landfill if it is ap- 
proved. 
Chemical Waste Management Inc. 
of Oak Brook, 111., requested the se- 
crecy of the application under confi- 
dentiality provisions of the Toxic 
Substances Control Act, said Vanessa 
Musgrave, an EPA spokeswoman in 
Chicago. 
Ohio EPA officials said they also 
would have to approve the landfill. 
State EPA spokeswoman Pat Mad- 
rsaid the plans involve orders by 
state agency to close five waste 
storage ponds at the Ohio Liquid 
Disposal site in Sandusky County, 
about IS miles south of Lake Erie, by 
September 1985. 
THE PONDS are used to store toxic 
wattes before they are pumped into 
underground disposal wells. 
The company's plans include re- 
moving liquid chemical wastes from 
two lagoons, then converting the emp- 
tied ponds into a landfill to accommo- 
date the contaminated soil and sludge 
residues from the bottom of the 
ponds, said Bob Renicke, a spokes- 
man for Chemical Waste Manage- 
ment. 
The sludges are contaminated with 
low levels of polychlorinated biphe- 
nyls and dioxin. PCBs commonly 
were used as a transformer coolant 
until 1977 when the EPA, citing evi- 
dence of cancer-causing properties, 
ordered a halt to the sale of the 
compound. 
Motorist responsibility laws stregthened 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - A House 
subcommittee virtually completed 
work yesterday on a bill strengthen- 
ing enforcement procedures for 
Ohio's new automobile financial re- 
sponsibility law. 
Rep. Michael Stinziano, D-Colum- 
bus, the insurance panel chairman, 
said he expects that with the addition 
later this month of some corrective 
amendments, the measure will be 
ready for consideration when the Leg- 
islature returns from spring recess in 
mid-May. 
The subcommittee adopted seven 
amendments which primarily ad- 
dressed problems reported by judges 
in various parts of the state. Some of 
them contended the original bill, 
which became law Jan. 1, is unconsti- 
tutional because, among other things, 
it assigned administrative duties to 
the courts. 
Because of their objections, en- 
forcement of the law - under which 
drivers can have their licenses sus- 
pended if they have no liability insur- 
ance - has not been universally 
enforced. 
STINZIANO SAID one out of every 
five drivers in Ohio does not have 
liability insurance, and that many are 
postponing buying it due to the confu- 
sion over the new law. "That number 
still hovers around 1 million drivers," 
he said, adding that uninsured drivers 
are involved in 70,000 accidents in 
Ohio every year. 
Franklin County Municipal Judge 
Marvin Romanoff, who helped draft 
the pending bill, indicated he is satis- 
fied with provisions relieving the 
courts of administrative functions 
which now will be properly assigned 
to the registrar of motor vehicles. 
"We lust felt that judges should not 
be involved in matters where there is 
no controversy," Romanoff told the 
subcommittee. 
I WE'RE LOOKING 
FOR TROUBLE 
*ri      *?* American Heart   - ~ 
^^Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR MOUR LIFE 
• 
PLUS MANY 
OTHER SALI ITEMS IN STORE 
$500 OFF 
on running or tennis shoes on TRADE - IN of 
your OLD^hoes 
*on shoes over ^ 
* save *3.00 on shoes 
under '35.00 
SALE HOURS: 
DAILY 10-9 Sat. 10-9 Sun. 
FALCON HOUSE 
140 E. Wooster        Ph. 352-3610 
x.'  jfc 
h 
ex ox ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex e ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex 
X 
in RUSH 
THETA CHI 
352-2769 
7 - 9:00 p.m. 
TONIGHT 
• Hot Dog cookout with 
the Brothers 
Theta Chi House 
710 7th Street 
• OFF CAMPUS ALTERNATIVE 
BROTHERHOOD OF INDIVIDUALS 
Call for Rides 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A 
PIEDAAENT APARTMENT 
SUMMER $175/month SUMMER 
354-2179 
SO, ex ex ox ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex i ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ° 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
• 880 eq. ft  per apertment 
• 2 bedroom - 1 1/2 bud* 
• 0«M  Gas  ad   hawing   wWi 
MhMMI apartment contra* 
• completely funlehed 
• utaMa paid, axoapt (or 
abcMcNy 
• L-enaped Mno-dHng araa w«h 
Mossy 
SIGN LEASE 
W/PIEDMONT APT. 
RECEIVE 
FREE membership 
to health Spa 
NEW TANNING 
CENTER 
833 High St. 352-9378 
• waHo-wal carpeong 
• aound condttoned IMSaTPf 
• cetteTV 
• kacnen comas equipped with a 
Qaa fang*. eMnJeea atari rinfc 
refrigerator, food waate dhpoari 
• eidra large cloaati 
• InauMad «*tdow gkaw 
• rikSng gtaaa doom to balcony 
• MR bada in aach Bedroom 
• bum n vanity In haSway 
• ■nenotoaet 
• faat ntoovary Qaa watar healing 
• carpeted hafe and Inride 
• Oaa equipped laundry araa 
MM In aach apartment 
bukSng 
• peso areaa wNn Oae gr«e aval 
•Ma    for each buMIno 
a hydro spa whirlpool 
a Indoor heated pool 
a metros sauna 
a sun lamps 
• complete exercise 
facilities & equipment 
CAMPUS MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
(NEXT TO STERLING & DORSCY DRUGS) 
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.) 
THK IDEAL LOCATION rOR CONVENIENCE, COMFORT AND 
SAFETY! 
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINI I K WALK KROM ADM. 
BUILDING.  MOST  CLASSROOMS  AND  OVER  20  RETAIL 
SHOPS. 
WE FEATURE 2 BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED 
APARTMENTS WITH: 
CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL - CABLE T. V. - 
LAUNDRY- SPACIOUS CLOSETS - AIR 
CONDITIONING - PARKING A T YOUR FRONT DOOR 
■ FAST EFFICIENT ON SITE MANAGEMENT & 
MAINTENANCE 
SECURITY LIGHTING - STEEL DOORS WITH 
DOUBLE LOCKS - I 1/2 BATHS 
FLEXIBLE PAYMENT TERMS- 
CAMPUS MANOR HAS NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANY OF OUR 
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL. 
VISIT OUR OFFICE/MODEL IB-IS. TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT. 
FOR FALL 'M OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY, MON.—SAT.— ASK ABOUT OUR 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES. 
YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR 
FOR 443.00 PER MONTH (4 person apartment) 
ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED 
EXCEPT LIGHTS. 
I 1 
Combination Sale 
Thurs. Fri. Sat. 
Pant/Top 
°*«v 
% 
4 off 
Choose from our Entire Stock 
of new spring sportswear 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge 
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Big Red Machine adds new parts 
Cincinnati shortstop Dave Concepclon prepares to hit a fastball 
in Sunday's 87, 11-inning win over the Phillies. Concepclon has 
been a mainstay for the Reds for over 14 seasons. 
CINCINNATI - First year Reds manager 
Vein Rapp witnessed a successful spring 
campaign by his club and promised the people 
of Cincinnati a .500 ball club by the All-Star 
break. 
That sounds like a politician on the night of 
an election considering the Reds have finished 
in the basement in the National League West 
the last two seasons. 
But, the .500 ball club had been on the 
drawing board long before spring ball. The 
Reds top brass fired former manager Russ 
Nixon two days after the end of last season 
and hired Rapp, who was coaching in Mon- 
treal, the same day. 
Even more importantly was the disposal of 
Reds President and Chief Executive Richard 
Wagner. Wagner had been losing popularity in 
Cincinnati since he single-handedly dis- 
mantled the great Big Red Machine that 
brought back-to-back World Championships 
to the Queen City in 1975-76. 
Gone were the likes of Pete Rose, Joe 
Morgan, Tony Perez, George Foster, and 
many more. Wagner, whose own wife said it 
took a crow bar to get into his wallet, could not 
see paying such players the type of money 
today's clubs are now putting out. Instead, 
Wagner had dreams of a blue-chip crop from 
his farm system. 
Wagner, along with his philosophy, was 
thrown right out of his spacious Riverfront 
Stadium office and was shortly thereafter 
Xaced by former president Bob Howsam, 
was lured out of semi-retirement. 
HOWSAM WENT immediately to the bank 
and made a major withdraw in order to aquire 
some top notch players to pump some life - not 
to mention some offense - into the worst run- 
producing team in the National League. 
Howsam laid down the long buck in acquir- 
ing former Pittsburgh great Dave Parker and 
returned Perez to Cincy from Philadelphia. 
Howsam, in all actuality, may have put that 
money on the black jack table as both of these 
players have seen their better days. A good 
season this year for either of the big men 
would mean an easy comeback-player-of-the- 
year award. 
Eight games into the 1984 season, Rapp has 
his .500 team (4-4) and Howsam pulled a 21 
and so far has beat the dealer. 
Both Parker and Perez have been producing 
as fourth and fifth men in the batting order, 
Members of the Cincinnati Reds celebrate an extra-innings victory 
over Philadelphia last Sunday. Cheering like this has not been seen in 
Cincinnati in years, but hopes are running high this season. 
Story by Marc Delph 
Photos by James Youll 
Newly acquired Cincinnati Reds power hitter Dave Parker swings his big bat. but Riverfront Stadium remains empty. The 
Reds are suffering from fan apathy due to two straight losing seasons. 
respectively. In Sunday's game against the 
Phillies, the Reds trailed 7-3 in the bottom of 
the 11th. Parker led off with a double and 
Perez followed with an identical shot to score 
the right fielder. Rapp replaced Perez on 
second with a man whose legs haven't seen 20 
major league seasons. HoMiitting Eddie 
Milner sooned followed with another double 
and the Reds ended a three-game skid that 
had left them at 1-3 at that point. 
LAST SEASON the Reds would have been 
lucky to hit three doubles in one week, let 
alone one inning. 
"We have some improved people in Cincin- 
nati," Milner said after the game. "It's fun 
getting back on the winning track. We didn't 
say die. Well never do that." 
Parker and Perez, on the other hand, 
stretched out on a lockerroom couch after the 
comeback victory, sipped on two Bud lights, 
and tried to look as they played - like they 
were 10 years younger. 
"It felt like I never left Cincinnati out 
there," Perez said. "You drop three in a row 
and people think you're a baa team. But give 
us a chance, well show them we can play." 
That fact will take a little more persuasion 
to a group of fans that were spoiled silly by the 
Reds of the seventies. A Riverfront group 
recently has been as sparse as a hockey game 
in Arizona. 
Over 42,000 showed, however, for the home 
opener to see their favorite son (Perez), and 
Parker. Parker received a standing ovation 
_ on his debut trip to the plate. 
"Cincinnati has always had great fans," 
Parker said. "I have been well received by 
them and it really made me feel welcome. I 
really didn't know how they were going to 
respond to me." 
Parker, known in Pittsburgh as being a 
little too outspoken, has also been welcomed 
with open arms by his new teammates also. 
"There is a certain relationship among 
Major League players," he said. "They know 
my position on this team, and I think I was 
brought here for my leadership, as well as my 
bat. 
That may not be enough to bring a winner 
back to Cincy, but Rapp tends to feel he has a 
good team to build on. 
"I see some outstanding talent, speed and 
power here," Rapp said. "There are some 
good young pitchers, too." 
RAPP MAY have gone a little overboard on 
that final statement as the Reds only had one 
starter with a winning record last season. 
That being National League Cy Young Award 
runner-up Mario Soto. 
"Last year we finished 17 games out of first 
place," Rapp said. "Well, the season is 24-25 
weeks long. If we can pick up one more 
victory a week, we're right in contention. If 
everybody thinks in a positive direction, good 
things can happen." 
The Reds do have some good things happen- 
ing with Perez and Parker, and young players 
like Milner coming through, but as Yogi Berra 
once said: "It's,ne*«»v, until it's over." 
352-0564 IB 1450 E. Woost ^ 
ALL-U-CAN-EAT 
CHICKEN 
Potato and 
Salad Bar...$4.25 
SPECIAL GOOD ALL DAY! 
GARAGE SALE 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
APRIL  I 1 f (12 i.m.-S p.m 
1 d, ,  (8 l.m.-S p.m.) !■),{> Mb-J pm.) 
APARTMENTS 
Vi BLOCK TO (AMPIS 
WE PAY YOUR GAS HEAT/ 
COOKING & CABLE TV 
2 bedrooms: furnished «r unfurnished 
Leasing for summer and fall 
Rental Office: 
Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel 
** across from Harshman Dorm •• 
352-4671 (day)      352-1800 (evening) 
ask for Tom 
PAPERBACKS 
CLOTHING   GIFTS   JEWELRY 
BEAUTY AIDS 
UP TO 
75% OFF.. 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
THE   MOST   CONVENIENT   LOCATION   IN 
TOWN1   CLOSE   TO   REC.   CENTER    MOVIE 
THEATRES. INTRAMURAL FIELDS. 
FRATERNITY ROW   BANK   FAST FOODS AND 
ICE ARENA 
• Gas heat, hot water and cook 
inq included 
(small monthly electric bill) 
• Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. 
furnished. 
Fast, dependable. 24 hr. 
maintenace 
' In-house laundry centers. 
' Plenty of storage area. 
Now accepting applicationsfor 
summer and next fall. 
 sports— 
BG netters win second straight 
bg newi/aprll 12 1964 11 
Bowling Green's men's tennis team 
won its second straight match as the 
netters blanked Siena Heights 9-0 in 
their home opener. 
Falcon head coach Bob Gill said the 
BG netters dominated Siena Heights, 
and the two victories should give 
them some momentum going into 
their first Mid-American Conference 
match against Ball State. 
"We really played well today. I 
think they only won about 14 of the 122 
games in the match," Gill said. "I 
think these last two wins should really 
give us a boost when we open in the 
league on Friday." 
First singles Dlayer Jim Demos 
easily defeated Siena Heights' Dean 
Di Ciacca 6-1,6-1. Gill said the junior 
Falcon netter played very consis- 
tently throughout the match. 
"Siena Heights is a fairly weak 
team, but we know every match is 
important," Demos said. ''This is the 
first time we didn't play our regular 
line-up since we played in Florida 
because we knew we'd have a fairly 
easy time with them." 
OTHER BG winners were second 
singles Steve Beier defeating Ron 
Miller, 60. 6-2; third singles Rick 
Boyson defeated Phil McCarthy, 6-2, 
6-2; fourth singles Eric Hoecker de- 
feated Tony Clark, M, 60; fifth sin- 
gles Allan Benon defeated Joe 
Loridas, 6-1, 60; and sixth singles 
Warren Kramer defeated Dave Sa- 
gart 60,60. 
BG's top two positions are filled 
with juniors, a freshman holds the 
third spot, and three seniors round out 
the starting line-up. 
Gill said senior captain Hoecker 
played his best match of the year and 
Kramer was really on top of his game. 
Gibson's heroics spur BG 
past Kalamzoo College, 1-0 
Bowling Green's women's club 
soccer team opened its season with 
two shutouts, defeating Spring Ar- 
bor College last Friday, 3-0, and 
Kalamzoo College yesterday, 10. 
Midway through the first half of 
yesterday's game at Mickey Coch- 
rane Field, BG left forward Mary 
Gibson scored the game's onlv goal 
on an assist from right halfback 
Kim Ecker. Ecker crossed the ball 
from the right side, where Gibson 
ran in and slipped it passed the 
Hornet's goalkeeper. 
Although BG put pressure on 
defense and had several additional 
scoring opportunities, the Falcons 
were unable to put the ball into the 
net more than once. 
In Friday's action at Spring Ar- 
bor, BG center forward Julie Kn- 
eipp scored the first goal on an 
assist from right forward Julie 
Uncapher. Kneipp also scored the 
second goal on two-on-one breaka- 
way. Center midfielder Anne De- 
witte scored the final goal on a 
penalty kick. 
The Falcons, coached by BG 
varsity soccer player Bart Markel, 
will face Spring Arbor again 
Wednesday, April 18, at Mickey 
Cochrane Field at 5 p.m. 
briefs 
Bowling Green's women's club 
rugby team split two matches last 
weekend against Ohio State and 
Kentucky in Columbus. 
The short-handed women's 
squar1 was defeated by OSU 200. 
But the ruggers improved their 
performance in the second match, 
defeating Kentucky 160. 
University of Wisconsin football 
coach Dave McClain wih* be the 
featured speaker at the sixth an- 
nual Varsity BG Club Recognition 
Dinner and Program Thursday, 
April 12, at the Glassworkers Union 
Hall in Rossford. 
McClain, a 1960 University grad- 
uate, will be honored as the Varsity 
Club's College Coach of the Year. 
Shaker Heights High School hockey 
coach Mike Bartly (1974) will be 
honored as the High School Coach 
of the Year and Kutztown State 
University football coach George 
Baldwin (1979) will receive the 
third annual Special Recognition 
Award.Also honored will be BG 
senior athletes. 
The banquet will begin at 6:30 
p.m., and a buffet spaghetti dinner 
served until 8 p.m. Tickets can be 
ordered by call BG Sports Informa- 
tion at 372-2401. 
BG first, second, and third doubles 
pairs all were victorious yesterday: 
Beir/Boyson, 6-4, 60; Benson/Mike 
Cansfield, 6-1, 6-1, and Hoecker/K- 
ramer, 60,60. 
The netters will compete in a quad- 
rangle meet against Ball State. Tay- 
lor and Central Michigan Friday in 
Muncie, Ind. 
"Ball State is one of the top teams in 
the MAC (Mid-American Confer- 
ence), and we know we are going to 
need wins right away to beat them," 
Demos said. 
Rose loses; 
Expos win 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Andre Daw- 
son drove in four runs to pace Mon- 
treal to a 9-3 victory Wednesday over 
the Cincinnati Reds as the Expos' 
Pete Rose drew four walks, grounded 
out once and failed to get his 4,000th 
career hit. 
Rose walked in the first, second, 
fourth and eighth innings and hit a 
bouncer back to the mound in the 
sixth. He scored Montreal's first run, 
drawing the first walk from Bruce 
Berenyi, 0-2, and coming around on 
Bryan Little's double and Dawson's 
grounder. 
Cincinnati tied it in the bottom of 
the first with an unearned run off 
Bryn Smith, 20, who scattered six 
hits over six innings. 
bg news staWPatrck Sanaa 
Bowling Green's tennis team player Jim Demos returns a hard hit by Siena Heights' 
Dean Di Ciacca. The junior first singles player and the Falcon netters were 
victorious against Siena Heights yesterday at BG's Keefe tennis courts. 
_♦_ Arrwican H»art 
• •Association 
NORTHEND PIZZA 
Free Delivery 352-7734 
■   n one i,em P'zza f# only $3.95 HKSH BAKCD CKUST 
I ' good llll April X. U 
SPECIAL OFFER 
$4.00 plus tax 
Complete Resume Package 
25 Copies from one original 
• 25 Blank sheets/Cover letters 
• 25 Envelopes 
Including all our specialty papers 
Good with this coupon only 
325 E. Wooster 
(Across Irom laco P?M( Expires 4/30/84 
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS, 
OFFERS YOU SAVINGS UP TO 
*1250.00 ON SCHOOL YEAR LEASES 
COMPARED TO OTHER REALTORS. 
2 bdrm 2 bath 4 person apt. 
$483. per semester per person. 
WE PAY HEAT, WATER, CABLE 
AND TRASH PICKUP 
1 & 2 BDRM APTS 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
Phi Delta Theta are proud 
to  announce  their  Spring 
1984 pledge class: 
Mike Estep Jeff Shupe 
r 
400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-9135 
Weekdays 9-5:00 Evenings by Appt. 
Matt Gundling Chris Rook 
Tom McGannon 
Congratulations! 
Buff Apartments 
No* ranting for 1984-85 
2 bdrm. kmithed Apts. 
Heat,$ewage,ln/ater & Coble poid for by owner 
Laundry Facilities and Air Conditioning 
540.00 per semester per person 
M 352-7182 ™ 4 PMrfl  Ask hf M - Aft« 3 fM. 
NOW RENTING 
iir 
* Efficiencies 
• 1 i 2 bdrm units 
available 
352-0717 
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR: 
UNIVERSITY 
HOSTS AND HOSTESSES 
• BECOME ONE OF THE 
FEW SELECT MEMBERS 
OF THIS PRESTIGIOUS 
ORGANIZATION. 
• MEMBERS WILL 
REPRESENT 
THE UNIVERSITY AT A 
VARIETY   OF   SPECIAL 
EVENTS. 
• STUDENTS SELECTED ON 
THE BASIS OF 
LEADERSHIP, 
ENTHUSIASM AND 
FRIENDLINESS. 
APPLICATIONS A VAILABLE 
THRU APRIL 16 IN 
406 STUDENT SERVICES 
BGSQ'S NEW PARTY PLACE 
ON THURSDAY NIGHT IS 
<ft^*5 k'. Wildlife" 
BGSU COLLEGE LD. NIGHT 
Show your valid BGSU LD. for 
FREE ADMISSION 
25481 Route 25, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 
874-2253 
BUTTONS 
• 
Buses Leaving 
the Union Oval 
at 8:00, 8:45, 
9:30, 10:15 
S BGSU 
WOOSTER 
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
MMMCETMQ 
April IMh, 4:00 Pm to 7*4 Pm 
 fc*m«>'»  
■OU «-H Sesiars Peace 
Aprs. 14th 7:30-11:30 
MM Service Forum 
Ceetar JtrnCoM 
Adurl»J1.50, ChMran (under  12) 
JS:  
Than wS Be an Wialinl Rale- 
km Asaocaeoon nieotkvj today il 
5 30 in aw Tall Room ol ma Union 
Officer aMcoOna wet bo held. Al ere 
LOST AND FOUND 
L06T-2 necklocao In 201 Hayse a 
gold, box cham naoMaoa and aaVar 
wan bajeetono and paartt Contact 
Branda Sohay. Bo> 4909. $20 re- 
ward  
LOST — aixr Man'a Longmaa walch 
w/oclagonal laca. oreot aeritrnenta) 
value Reward — no quaatlona aaksd 
354-1937  
Loet Pioneer Baafear. Am-Fm cat 
•ana player Loal In panuig kx near 
Rec Center Raward AvMablo, Cat 
354-1303 
RIDES 
RMS wanted lo Oevsaend on Friday. 
Apr! 13 altar 12 30 Eaal or Waal 
aide WB neep w«ti gse axpanaaa 
Cal 354-2233 or 372-2601 and eefc 
lor Stave.  
SERVICES OFFERED 
JUST ARRIVED! 
The Latest in European 
Suntan Equipment. 
INTRODUCTORY 
SPECIAL 
8 VISITS/$25 
CHERRYWOOD 
HEALTH SPA t 
TANNING CENTER 
•iitaifc mm 
HOURS: 
Mon -Fn gam -10pm 
Sal  11am -9 p.m 
Sun  1-9 pm 
"HIT 
WEEK'S 
CAMPUS | 
FILMS 
I LENHART 
CLASSIC 
THURS: 
SIN6IN' 
IN THE 
RAIN 
8:00 p.m. 
GISH THEATRE 
FREE 
Fri: JAWS 
DIVE-IN 
8:00 p.m. 
COOPER POOL, 
REC CENTER 
•1.50 w/ID 
J'tefia**.?*}:  (% 
MCAJ 
ISAI • GRE 
GRE PSYCH/ S 
DAT-VAT/   NMB 
PCAT /FLEX-VOE 
OCAT /NOB-NPB 
MAI /RNBDS i 
SSAT / r 
CAT   IC 
SAI  /READING 
IIS' ••(•■UTION I 
I       SNCI1LISIS SINCE 11)1   I 
KAPLAN 
Educational Center 
CMOoyvtolweeu** 
536-3701 
3550 Sexor Rd. 
Suite 201 
TUTOFtNQ 
Basic Mam - Algstts - CaKulua 
naarang — Grammar — Composition 
CM 874-3349 altar 0 pm 
OAXHUB8T LEAFHUQ CENTER 
JUNIORS. SEMORS. QRAO STU- 
DENTS! Erajoy ma convonlanoa ol 
your own crsrjt oarda at leering 
dauatliiranl stores, ol oornpanraa. 
and banks No coal lo apply » you 
an a Junior, Senior, or Qraduata 
Sextant, you're oagtjle Cal ton -free 
800-523 4804 Cotao. Cradlt Card 
Corporstxm Tha Moat Truatad 
Nama on Campua.'  
ma 
Dona to order. Pick-up 4 deevery 
aarvloeaval Cal 352-7801. 
MENOMO I CLOTHING REPAIRS 
Bring new Ma lo crippled dothee Cal 
352-7801.  
Expert Typing 
Reasonable Ralee 
Cal 352 7305 alter 5.30pm 
TYPtNO     LOW RATES 
Raaumoa proleeeloneaV typed 
 352-5787  
Al your rypaig needs prompt & pro- 
laailonal. Cal 362-4017 
PERSONALS 
ArMoa cxxkimnlet Dear Quenevere 
ii now accepting letter! lo be an- 
il Ihe Friday magailna 
lo the BO News. An 
I be rocehrod by Thurs- 
day. 2 p-m. to be publlihed In 
Frldey'i mag. Addreea tatters or 
taint tkam to Deer Quenevere, do 
Tha BO News, 1M University Man 
aaaaarira nllnn the right to 
Bhaeae aertoea leltera only. 
CHAPTER* 
Then on thai ptortoue day. Apr 14. 
1950, lha Duke ol Underberry 
brought the King an unuauel yet very 
makranc machine It had two wheeie 
and stood he* as tal as a man Nwaa 
known as a bicycle 
to be oonanued 
Congratulations   to   the    1M4-U 
Mora wide Savings 
Amtetic Shoea and Sportswaer 
FALCON HOUSE 
140 E. Wooster 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE FOR 
UtO CABINET POSITIONS FOR 
1t«4-«S. PICK UP AT 405 STUDENT 
SERVICES. APPLICATIONS DUE BY 
18th.     
ATTENTION DELTA StQ PLEDGES: 
OOOO LUCK WITH INITIATION THIS 
SATURDAY. I KNOW YOU'LL ALL 
DO A TERRIFIC JOB. GET READY 
FOR A FANTASTIC WEEKEND 
FIXED WITH FUN, FRIENDSHIP 
AND BROTHERHOOD   LOVE KIM. 
Jonl James 
V-Preeldent      Lort Heener 
M Secretary    Lorl Flury 
Corrss. Sao.      Donna Kol 
Ptadga educators    Ui Rockwsll 
aNaay SuWran 
Communications        Pern Detrtck 
Treasurer Sherry Jackson 
Rush Chairmen        Qtnny (Men 
The Brothers ol Stgmo Phi Epsnon 
Deafi. Hey dude, dk) you lust gal 
here? Congrats on being newly 
elected Beta prsz Could you Ml I 
mrsaed you bind? 
Love, The lady cab orfvar  
Dee Dee Weaael. 
Congratulations lor making it as a 
1984-85 cheerleader You I be 
great1 We're very proud ol you and 
we love you lots! Love. Ground Floor 
Mac Weal  
WNODONG... 
 nmmrr  
Donna Snbrak: i can't thank you 
enough tor everything you did with 
Parents Day You deserve e tot ol 
credit You were terrlnCI Lore, 
Jenny PS.  Gel  psyched tor dale 
tHOi  
Easter cards. atJckara. t gifts al 
.leans N Things 531 Rrdge ST Open 
Tonka ■ 8:00.  
ENGRAVA8LES 
Personalized gUta catalog. 
send SI 00 lo Engrave -A-Sajn Ltd 
123   S.   Mat)   ST..   Flndtoy.   Ohio 
45840. 
Wsw« deduct H 00 rrom Ural order 
FLITS) 
GOOO LUCK IN THE DU BIKE RACE 
ANO HEART ASSOC RUN-SCOTT 
Gamma Phis: I lust warn to thank 
everyone who helped out with Par- 
ents Day You really did a greet fob 
I love you guysl Love In TKE. Jenny. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY PATTY PRYORI 
I HOPE BEING '21' 
MAKES YOUR DAY!' 
...EVEN THOUGH.. 
YOU ARE THE CLONEI 
LOVE, PATTY RAINSJOW  
HAPPY HOURS al SAM B'S 
5-7 pm 4 10 pm-midnita 
BRING A FRIENO" 
KanSJan 
I knew rd gel you to go some way. 
We" Kappa Phi formal aver be Ihe 
same? Thais my dale* Love you 
bosh. Nancy  ^___  
Linda, Wei todays the day. tree 
drinks, a tot ol klaees arid the 
beginning ol e legal We. Happy 21 
at Berthdey. Loee Tores*  
Liqueur Merung 
Workshop 
Apr! 18th 
S6 due upon sign up In U A O office 
Lyrtne Oen real 
Thle • a berated congralurahons lor 
getting the hejheot QPA In your Fat 
Pledge Crass Maybe you! have the 
rugneet QPA bi your whole sorority 
tat eemestar Keep up the good 
workl I hope evaryhhg goes okay lor 
you tha real ol Ihe semes tar Just 
remember to keep srnring  Your tei 
low Hrrac director. Linda  
LYNN GIBSON 
HAPPY   BrRTHOAY.   YOU   PARTY 
|U*CHNEt DO IT UP TOrsKlHT  
ALL YOUR FRIENDS WILL BE 
THERE TO HELP WE'LL MAKE THIS 
ONE NrOHT YOU WONT FOROETI 
 LOVE ALWAYS. CARRE 
Mary Jo-There have been good, bed 
and sad nmea but n rrseaure •hem n 
lorever Thank God tor Kleenex Baal 
ol tuck wtth your career Love Alena 
Mtchool Stanlay Band. Sun. Apr! 15 
al 8:00 Student Union Auditorium. 
Unrv ol Toledo Admission $9 00. 
Btudenta in edvanoe, $10 al the door 
S general public Tickets are ivsaar* 
al Toledo Sludent Union candy coun 
tar a the Comtech candy counler. 
MKnera Murphy 
CorigretulatJona on becoming a BGSU 
cheerteeder' I'm so proud-Gueee 11 
have to buy a sports pesa al least one 
more year! Lots ol Luck tor your 
upconwig year1 
Love, YourHaj  
MICHELLE MLLER ITS MY TURN! 
CANEI WISH YOU THE BEST BIRTH- 
DAY EVER?! HAPPY igth."HON"i 
(HEX  HEE)   DIME  BEER BOUND? 
LOVE YA LOTS, AMY SUE  
Phi Pom, Pay al 2080 drewa near! 
Phi Dene-Gel peyched tor e wM t 
crazy wsmvup tonrlel 
The Ainu XTe  
PI Kappa Phi Beer Btaat 
Sat  Apr! 14th 8 OOpm-l 00 am In 
N.E   Commons   Muaical guests are 
ha    X-CMrz     Proceeds    go    to 
PUSH   (Play units tor Ihe eevorty 
Tatfd, 
Thanks tor e leMaettc Time el the 
Deru laj Forassll You were truly e 
parted iindimin. Good Luck wHh 
Lovs,Kke. 
TOMORROW IS SAT APR  14 
TOMORROW   WIX   BE   A   VERY 
GOOOTrME 
TOMORROW   IS   THE   0 U.   BaXE 
 RACE  
Tuxedo RenW-46 atytee to choee 
horn Jeans N Ttllnga 531 FMga St 
Open torlghl ■ 8:00  
We Hat* Tito Leereel Alrlaree 
To Europe! 
Far Free dor Brechure, Write To: 
Campus Travel-Sox 11M7 St. Louis. 
Ms). MISS.  
WFAL 660 AM and HOWARDS 
Thursday Aprl 9th 
10 pm. - 1 am. 
Apr! 27. 26, 29 
S60 due upon ergn up 
n LI «0 Office 
•••BREAKFAST 
Hem, bacon, or sausage, 2 egga 
toast and coflee - Mon.-Frl. 
I am. - I pm. only wHh this ad 
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT 
III E Weoeter St 
Expkea 4-27-14 
IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS 
FOR $44 THROUGH THE US QOV- 
EHNMENT? QET THE FACTS TO- 
DAYI CALL (312) 742-1142 EXT 
1794  
Abortion, Pregnancy Tools 
Student Rotee 
Cantor lor Choice 
Downtown Toledo (419) 288-7789 
JA2Z WEEK V 
PWl WOODS OUtNTET 
Tickets SS, ». 10 
Sal   April 14, S pm 
KoctaekerHaH 
CeH I7MI71 
1 Mature F. needs 84-85 housing. 
Oam room naoaaa. Cal Peg after 
6:00   (216)   248-0382   or   384- 
3187.  
1 m rmta needed tor hat 84. 
$120Vmo lerec. gee heal Cal MM 
or Gary 354-2043  
F. rmta wanted tor aummer session 
and/or 84-86 schooryeer Share 2 
bdrm. apt. wires heel I water. Your 
own bedroom In e Quiet eanoaphere 
S127.60rmo. Cal Deb 362-7638 
Female rkiurrrmeta needed tor Sum- 
mer, nuaaonahla rani, pay electric 
only Cal 352-7265.  
4 people needed to latleaee house 
tor summer. Close to campus, 204 
S. Summit I bedrooms, 1 Vi bathe. 
porch, new carpelmg. Stop by or 
eaS, »»2-4174.   
F. rwa-nle rraaded tor 64-85 
OoaeloCempus 
Cal Liaa/ShelV al 352-4800 
Wanted   People to sublease house 
tor aummer. Lees than 1 block from 
campua, 382-4141  
One or two rmta wanted lor summer 
and next yr. F. prtd. Rt across from 
cernpue. E Wooetst Ph 352 2731 
Need 1 female to ahere 2 bedroom 
apt. tor Summer, rent negotieble Cal 
Deb 352-0944  
NEED 2 F ROOMMATES OR 4 TO 
SUBLEASE APARTMENT, START- 
NO FALL -84". LEE OR LYNN 352- 
0944.  
WMAVS THE PROBLEM need a 
sporty tur-raehed I person apt lor 
Bummer I have the right one) lor 
youlll Cloee to campua, 403 2nd I 
Ugh St Cal 0. C. III2-01». 
1     F.      non-smoker     for     84-85, 
$540/semaeler   840 8th  St    Cal 
Bobbie 2-6361 or Barb 2-6462 
WANTED. Occupants for 3 bedroom 
houee thle summer. Greet tocetton, 
tow tent CoS 172-4772.  
Rmta needed for upper 1/2 ol 
house. 1/2 bk from cernpue. 
$110/mo 4 u> Large rooma. 2- 
3882 or 2-3089 
"NEW ENGLAND BOYS CAM*"— 
(Maaa.) Couneekx PoeMona for Pro- 
gram -Tuaukatsjla: Oaal Blbal, Cycang, 
Tam*, Canoeing, Flehrng. Kayalung, 
Saang, Watarsklng, WexkmnVig. Ar- 
chery, Arts 4 Crafts. Computers. 
uYarrst/Muelc. Electronics. Ham Fa- 
ds), Overnight Camping. Video Tap- 
ing. Good 3 se»nSa toquke Camp 
Mah-Koo Nee. 190 Linden Ave- 
nue. Grem Padge. NJ 07028 Phone - 
(201)420 6622  
Century Label 4 Tag Co. has open- 
Inge aval  aeBng custom packaging 
to retsiara  Commiss-on plus bane- 
llts $18-25K flrst yeer earnings 
Cal Mr. George Henry 352-762g 
Sal Avon 
For Mora Worr 
JOHN NEWLOVE raML ESTATE 
A SMALL WkaSCR OF APTS STILL 
AVAL FOR FALL • eVJMMER. 
" SSI t MERRY. NEAR OFFEN- 
HAlin  TOWERS,  2  bdrml4  PER- 
SONS. 
"riS-711 SRO ST. 1 sWRM. 
••rWWLtDQI    MANOR-SOUTH 
COLLEGE S ith ST-2 UMMS. 
"4J1 7th ST. 2BORM. 
"FORREST   APTS.-SOUTH   COL- 
LEOC 4 NAPOLEON-2 BORM. 
"SIS E. Wooeler. 
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE SS4MSQ 
Ml last Harry 2-BdrmJ4 peraon. 
WsiiW UnwtflaVojfsW T SWsWV, »500rp#f 
Tenant   paya   only ■ hi 
ikon 
Cal PhySa. 3625633 
Psrt-llme gsnsrsl labor (odd |obs) thru 
aummer tor local factory 352-1536 
HOUSESOY NEEDED 
HOUSESOY NEEDED 
CALL latCHELE AT 2-4711 
LOOKING FOR A JOB WITH TOP 
COaMMMNT   A    CHANCE   TO 
MEET PEOPLE? WFAL RADIO IS 
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR 
SALES  PEOPLE   COM  TO   411 
SOUTH HAU OR CALL 172-2111. 
FOR SALE 
Fender Bronco guitar-1965 Black 
w/Tiardahal case S150 00, Cal Ba al 
352-8222 Good oondMon. 
78 Cougar XR7 
Loaded w/extras. excel, cond. Black 
Ext-mor. Red Interior. Price to aai. 
Grard Rapids 832-7451  
Loose weight now, ask me how. Cal 
after 3 pm. 866-8676  
FREE 
Rocky nesds a home. Mixed German 
Shepherd. 4 vrs. Vary good watch- 
dog. Houeebroksn 4 neutered  CAI 
354 1503  
ig?4   Dueler  $450.00 352-8731 
after 5 00  
Engaah darts I accseaorkw 
Purees s Bike Shop 
131 W. Wooaler St 352-6264 
Need Female Students to ■ apta  4 
frousaa tor school year  1984-86 
Phone 362-7386.  
,   CARTY RENTALS 
316 E. Merry St. Top Ha* ol house. 
4bsdroomstor 5 students $160 psr 
person/720 s semester ndudee el 
630 N Summtl-Apt *C, 2 bedroom 
apt. for 4 students $125 par per 
eon/562 00 a aemeetar plus etactric- 
•t etactnc apt. ( 2 semesler noMduel 
Houses nooma-Apta. Summer Ram 
Sh-Spacka Ratee. 352-7365-Carty 
RenvJa 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
|VE   STILL   HAVE   APARTMENT 
FOR THIS SUMMER I NEXT 
FALLA VASa-tTY THAT 
WHL PLEASE EVERYONE. 
CALL 142-6420 OR ISM 146 
Attention now and returning 
Golden Key Membsra. There will be 
an election ol officers tor the 1984 
1985 yeer today at 4:90 p.m In 121 
Hell. 
ATTN: ALL JRS I SRS Wl OUT- 
STANDING ACADEMIC RECORD: 
CHECK YOUR OCMB FOR YOUR 
INVITATION TO THE 1964 MORTAR 
BOARD SCHOLARSHIP BALLI 
ONLY S10/COUPLE FOR STUDENTS 
HAPPY HOURS 
THURS APR 12 AT UPTOWN 
WEAR YOUR GOLD AND BLUE 
|lNO SUPPORT THE DELTA U.     . 
BIKE RACE  IT WILL BE A 
MOST ENJOYABLE EVENtIG 
Mx-haei Stanley Band. Sun. Apr! 15 
al 8:00 Sludent Union Auditorium. 
Univ. ol Toledo Admission $9.00. 
students m advance: $10 al the door 
4 general pubec Tickets are avail at 
Toledo Student Union candy counter 
and tie Comtach candy counler 
Hey Alpha Z's. Gat ready to perry al 
the warm up tonight' 
The Pt. Pelts  
It you like beer end musk, corns to 
tha PI Kapp Beer Blast, Sat April 
14th In the N.E. Commons from 4:00 
pm-l:00 am. Muaical Guests are 
THE X- CITERZ. Proceeds go to 
PUSH (Play Units tor the l 
herrrfceped).  
VOLUNTEER FOR TRIATHLON 
r>«K)RMATrON MEETNG 
APRL 19. 9 PM 
IVIE2~ZANNE RM AT SRC 
JAZZ WEEK V 
Tonight, Jazz Combos 
I p.m. Brian Recital Hell 
BG Hockey Shirts. Cops, Visors 
Hackay Sacks Available 
Lake Erie Sporta 
KDCrusnees 
Do you know who your Kapoa Delta 
Crush «?  
BGSU HOSTS AND HOSTESSES 
-Apply Now - 
405 Sludent Services 
PHI PSI PRIDE" 
PHI PSI PRIDE!' 
PHI PSI PRIDE" 
SEXI Now thai we have your atten- 
tion, can Paula M 2-5»24 and wish 
nor a Heppy Birthday. Calls horn 
the Hockey Team arMI be graelry 
appreciated. Havs a GREAT ran 
S.H.  wa  love ys.   Thlsen,  Z, and 
»«tao»»'-  
Ski Alph Smith. Joe Egg Rol says- 
tour Oia on 2 wneela vie the cruxkng 
veaael, but wait, I warms take a 
picture1 Grve ma a scoobte bag and 
don t step on my lace! Hit Skysne's at 
1.00 alter fountain OMng Just shut 
up and axe I because Marty says so! 
Thanks for s greet weekend  Love, 
Jackie  
SPPJNQ CRAFTS FAB 
Today  and  tomorrow,   Promenade 
Lounge, Union, g am-6 pm.  
Tammy Brown, 
Get Wei Soon! I mess the crazy 
person who's been hedtog tor the tost 
week and a has I hope you tool 
bettor real soon  Take Caret 
Your Future Roomie, Llnds  
TEls-—THANKS FOR IMIAKING THIS 
A SPECIAL YEAR YOU HOLD A 
SPECAIL PLACE sN MY HEART. I 
LOVE YOU. M HS LOVE AND MINE. 
STACEV  
THE BROTHERS OF SrOMA PHI 
EPSH.ON CONGRATULATE BREN- 
DAN FLAHERTY ANO CHERYL FER- 
KANY ON THEIR SIG EP—AXO 
UVALetWNO. ITS ABOUT TIME! 
Tha Gamma Phi Betas wish Tau 
Kappa Epslon good kick on their re- 
nrrsMsiabonl  
PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
M WOOD COUNTY 
920 N Main SI   BG. 
Contk-k-rnaSFparaonal cars 
Special rates, BGSU students 
Converters' App'ts 354-3540 
BGSU MOM 4 BAD SWEATSHIRTS 
ARE SACK! Great for Mother 6 
Fathers Day rsrta or fuel to show 
them that you cars. Order by caBng 
354-3187.  
Party Room For Rent 
4-O'sClub 
7th and High 
352 9378 altar 6 352-7324 
Bstoons kx any occasion. 
The Baaoonrrisn 352-6061 
House to share 
M   Graduate Student, turn  laundry. 
Available   May    1    and    Sept    1, 
S17S0O/mo   tool   ual    Cal  352- 
5436 or 823-3408 attar 3:30. 
ALL YOU  CAN EAT SALAD BAR 
ONLY $2.50. LK-1450 E   WOOS- 
TER 352-0564  
LYNN GIBSON 
• 20 today Give her a eel at 2-4015 
to wan her e Heppy BaVxasyl Hevo 
ons heftjva day, hon. Leva. Wayne 4 
SMapy  
ELP WANTED laps deck end speakers' Must sell. Summer   1M4   and   School   Year 
WANTED 
F rmta. needed lor aummer to share 
Parkview Motala Home SISO/mo . 
own bdrm Cal Joy 372-6036 
Female roommetee needed tor sum- 
mor Cal Karen 372-3g87. 
Need 1-2 people to eublsaae apt lor 
summer. 1/2 bk from campua. For 
more lmn-372-373S 
ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS 
National Company needs 15 students 
tor ful ama Summer Employment 
Earn 82.600-4,000 - cash echot- 
srships cen work In hometown 
laeaiilaeil ncome. plus many bens- 
ma, needs transportation Apply In 
parson. Friday Aprl 13th at one ol 
Its lolowvx, times 12:46 - 1.30 • 
2.16-3.00 
Canal Room ■ Student Union 
Dosrteno's Pizza Is hiring drivers. 
fJsxaMlosllona 
Muatbealleest Hyre-old. 
Must heve own car. 
Must have car msurenee. 
MM   ba  able  lo  work  weekend 
nights.  Corns In for an Interview 
anytime attar 4 pm. thle week and 
setter Don.  
fc-iiereetod In being an RA for summer 
school? trrrorrrxetion and explications 
svesable al the Residence Ule Office. 
425 Student Servtoss BMg Appaca- 
«ona due Friday, Apr! 13. 1984. 
SeelJng energetic IrMusMous IrvJMd- 
usl tor part bme empioyment wNh a 
quk* copy npaiBlkjri. Prior expen- 
anoa In a ratal envkonment benen- 
om. Stop In al KHeo'a coctae 325 E 
Wooaler tor applcaliurxi      
Stuosnt wHh car for yard work. 686 
4627.  
CAMP COUNSELORS 
Outatandeig Sfen and Tnm Down 
Camps: Tsnrta, Dence. Slmnaatlca. 
WSI. AthkMcs, Nulrmon/Dielehcs 20 
pros Seperete girls and boys' 
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT 
on CoaSga Campuaaa al Mass.. 
Perm . No. Csrolna. Can Send re- 
sume MKheie Fnedman, Oector. 
947 Hewletl Or, No. Woodmare, 
NY  11861,518-374-0786 
Call 352-2737 alter 10 pm. 
79 KAWASAKI 750 TWH WITH 
FAIRING. LUGGAGE BOX. ANO 
TOURING SEAT $900 or best otter 
CM 352-2353 altar 6 pm  
A Trame tort, sturdy, fireproof — 
Price negflOeble Large QE Dorm 
Fridge - Twice the size of rentals, 
$60 CM 3721893 
FOR RENT 
Now Renong FM 1984 
One 4 Two sarrrastar lessee 
Futy   turn.   Elficlenciee.    comptele 
w/cotor TV.. Cable. M utaWee paid 
Quret Aanoophare   $266 (1  par), 
$175 aa. (2 par). 364-3182 12-4 
weekdays, 352-1620 anytime 
4 bdrm. SM 8. ProasscL 
Can John Newtove Real Eeurte 
 444-2280.     
SrnrirvBoggB HsntSf- 
Houeee 4 Apts   tor '84-85 school 
year   362-9467 between  12-4 or 
352-8917 eltar 6  
An  ehtctancy  apt    SlOOrrno   Cal 
362-7636 aRar 6. 
3 bdrm. House tor rent, acroes torm 
urtv   AvaaSbH summer I 1984-85. 
$450 mo CM 352-7534. 9-6 
Houee lor Rent   Summer Orvyl  2 
bdrm.   Fum.,   doae   to   osmpua. 
S220/mo CM Dave al 362-7455 
Fum. 2 bdrm. apis. 4 houaas 
Summer rates avesable 
362-7454 before 5:00 pm 
1 4 2 bdrm apta 4 houeee 9 mo.. 
12 mo. 4 summer leeeee 352-7454 
(between 1:00-4 00pm)  
Need Male Students to fi houee lor 
aummer only! Own bedroom-neer 
csmpue Phone 362 7365  
THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS 
As- ccrvjrooned. tuty csrpstad, cabal 
vason. emcienclee, laundry facasttas 
Now kteerng tor summer 6 IM 
461 Thursan Ave 352-6435 
Ilk-aMCR/FALL RENTALS 
Cenientaeill,   I d,   IteBv   lur- 
nlshed, A.c. .pie. now renting tor 
98   a   c l  . 
I8B44VJ. Call 162-4944. 
FALL 4 SLIMMER RENTALS 
2 BORMS— V, BLK TO CAMPUS 
3624671 day or 352-1800 eve 
fJlJPLEX TROOP I WOOSTER 
2 BORM APIS 352-4360 
SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE 
Eg 3 bdrm Has. Aval tor 64/86 yr. 
Ful carpal. New decor    Baa i ml. 
Star.. 2 car gar. 9 mo. toass. t a 
from Campus M Ctough 4 Manvata 
$620Vmo 352-4176 altar 6  
» eatable FM '84. 1 4 2 baoroom 
dekixe turn. apta. Cloee to campus. 
352-3446  
VEL-MANOfl APT. FOR SUMMER 
Acroes from KoM HM. across tfom 
Rodgers Quad. Cleen, M cono. 
koned. quiet atmoephere Accomo 
daaona tor 2 or 4 people On* two 
bedroom left tor IM CM 352-2656 
2 bedroom newty turnrahed apta 
Now rerrang tor 84-86 FREE seta 
■a TV CM 352-2683 
Room a Mallla tor female thle sum- 
mar. conaasM uaa ol tie house, 
evening meal provided 611 Wee! 
Wooeear St  Ask tor Mrs Church M 
MU-2494. »74Anonch.  
Need 2 rmrntaa to euVkeeee house 
tor summer, dose to campus, rrtcro- 
weve. rjahwasher, 2 rsmosrasors 
$gp a morSh. CAI 362-2168 
LasBCPECTED FATHS1HOOD 
MUST RELOCATEI NEW APT. FOR 
RENT PLEASE CALL 362 1346 
Lowar duplex, aummer 4 IM, upper 
duplex: aummer 4 tal. 362-0838. 
1 bdrm. apt. doae to campus 84-86 
school year  1-267-3341  
ftasassjf raraaM. 1 bdrm. apta. and 5 
bdrm. house. Cloee to campua 1- 
287-3341 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CURE!! 
BG'S LARGEST AND 
MOST COMPLETE 
IMPORT   FACILITY 
CBll toajay 
12953  KRAMER RD. 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE 
WAY TO THE FORUM 
APRIL 12-14 and April 18-21 
Main Auditorium, 8:00 p.m. 
(4/21 Matinee 3:00) 
CALL 372-2719 FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS 
Adults $5.00 
Students s3.00 
GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
Box office open 
9:00-5:00 
MAKE US AN OFFER!! 
521 Ridge Street (beside the Powder Puff) 
3 bedroom, unfurnished house 
1021 Klotz Road (beside Childrens Resource Center) 
3 bedroom unfurnished house 
12208 E. Gypsy Lane Road 
4 bedroom, unfurnished house with country setting 
338 N. Main Street (corner of Ridge & Main) 
3 bedroom, with basement efficiency, unfurnished 
724 E. Wooster Street 
5 bedroom, furnished house close to campus - up to 
10 students 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
352-0717 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe 
ivsr Ue Aaetkn Tkawi s,.d„ n, 
ACROSS                   42  "El lu. ?"          10 Saharan 
1 Coffeehouse            44 Railroad car             11 Dished out 
5 Tighten, as slack      46 Dwellers In a            12 Lurje 
ropes: Naut.                 certain den?           14 Decorator's 
9 Street eollec-          48 Pores over                  choice 
tors Items                50 in a while         18 Encourage 
13 Sobeit                    51 Hammered Into      20 Chats: Slang 
14 Frangible                    (0rm                      2* Most reticent 
15 Concerning              54 Absolved                  25 Popular garnish 
an age                      58 vivacity                    26  "Bolero" 
16 Mousse shaper        60 Rooftop                         composer 
17 Giving pleasure            decoration             27 Carrot, at times 
19 Monastic rank         61 Have tor         29 Put new life Into 
or office                 62 Clear, as tape         30 Hearten 
21 Endured                    63 Rugby'8 rival            31 Enjoys a hearty 
22 Students' pretest    64 Stage role                      rr eal 
activity                     65 Restaurant order     34 Sunrise feature 
23 Part of a                    66 Refresh oneself       37 More unflappable 
staircase                                                  40 Ophidian 
25 More brittle                                               42 Stick fast 
28 Provided the                   DOWN                      43 Win back 
wedding feast             1 Vacationer's            45 Uncover 
32 Evaluates                       choice                      47 Don Quixote's 
33 Ireland, to some         2 Cupid                             Rosinante 
35 Palate-pleasing          3 Offer                         49 Type of fishing 
outlet                          congratulations      51 Partner of dash 
36 Wagner heroine         4 Vote lor                    52 Informal greeting 
37 Honeyed                     5 Be Impatient            53 Qive one's word 
38 Artist Vermeer            6 Speed demon          55 South African fox 
39 Book buyers              7 Demeanor                56 Adam s grandson 
purchases                  8 Fun to be with         57 Dimple 
It Little boys                  9 Leisured                   59FDRFedagcy 
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